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Page8b
Students who are tired of
eating candy every Hal·
loween can try these
themed drinks to celebrate the holiday.

Pagelb
The Athletics Department
and Head Coach Mick
Cronin
made
several
changes to ¥ ick's Maniacs
during the off-season.
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·Alexander accepts presidency at CSU
Vanessa Childers

" I have decided to accept their
invitation to become president
of California State University at
Long .Beach . To ass ume the
headship of the second largest
university in California is a great
honor and, indeed, a significant
professional challenge."

Managing Editor
vchilders@ thenews.org

N ikki Key has a special con·
nection with University Presi·
dent P. King Alexander - sl1c
voted to hire him.
When the Board of Regents
hired Alexander in September
2001, she was the Student Government Association president
and the student regent.
"He was the last one we
talked to, and when he left the
room, we all just looked at
each other," said Key, 2002
alumna. 'We knew he was the
one."
Alexander accepted the
presidency at California State
University at Long Beach on
Thursday. It will be his second
university presidency.
"I have decided to accept
their invitation to become
president of California State
University at Long Beach,"
Alexander said in a release.
"To assume the headship of
the second largest university in
California is a great honor and,
indeed, a significant profes·
sional challenge."
Don Sparks, chairman of the
Board of Regents. said mem·
bcrs of the board went to
Alexander after they learned
he planned to interview at
CSU Long Beach and asked

COACH

BASHAR

F. King Alexander
University President
him to stay at the' University.
"My initial knowledge of it
was when be called me and
told me be had put his hat in
the ring," Sparks said. "I had a
bad feeling about this from
then. I knew he had to have
some interest on his part."
Sparks said Alexander had
an "inside track" on the posi·
tion because his father, Kern
Alexander. and Charles B.
Reed, chancellor of the Cali·
fornia State University System,
arc "friends."
Reed served as the deputy
chief of staff and the chief of
staff in th~ Florida governor's
office from 1981-85. Kern
Alexander worked in the gov·
ernor's office as the education
policy coordinator for the state
from 1982-85, according to
their respective resumes.

King Alexander returned to
the area late Thursday night
after a long day of"mixcd cmo·
tions" at CSU Long Beach.
He said the university's
Board of Trustees offered him
the position Wednesday night,
and after a long night, he
accepted the position Thurs·
day morning.
"The hard part about this is
my heart and emotions arc in
Murray," Alexander said. "The
students brought a petition to
me a few days ago, and there
were several hundred names
on it. In a way, it was surprising how many I knew."
Alexander said he knew lit·
tic about the Board of Regents'
plans to hire a new president
but planned to help select his
replacement.
"I will do everything in my

pholn

University President F. King Alexander (second from left) speaks with members
of team Arabs United at Murray State's International Soccer Cup Sept. 18. Alexander attended the tournament to show his support for students and their activities.
power to help them pick a candidate ... to help keep moving
this University forward,"
Alexander said. "I want them
to pick someone who will continue to build the reputation of
the University."
However, the board will
begin the process quickly as
Alexander told CSU Long

Beach his preliminary starting
date is Jan. 15, 2006.
Don Sparks said the board
would meet, hopefully, within
the next week to begin the
process. He said selecting an
interim would be necessary.
"1 think the person selected
should have the same love for
our students as I do," Alexan-

·sold Out

der said. "I have a fondness for
Murray State, and I always
will."
SGA President Scott Ellison,
senior from St. Charles, Mo.,
said replacing Alexander will
be difficult.
Said Ellison: "I know he'll do
a good job there. just as he's
done here at Murray Statl'."

Students
react
to activist's
death
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szeller@thenews.org
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pholo ill uWottion hy. Andrea ChapmanfThe News

With the new 'pouring rights' contract with Pepsi, Coke products, including some juices, will not be available on campus.

Murray State signs contract with Pepsi
Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org

Students who drink Coke prod·
ucts will have to find a new place to
buy their beverages after next
month.
The University recently signed a
five year agreement with Pepsi to
exclusively offer Pepsi products on
campus.
By offering only Pepsi, Murray
State is exercising "pour ing rights,"
an exclusive agreement between a
beverage distributor and an organi·
zation that allows the organization

to sell one brand of beverage.
The University sent a request for
proposals to Pepsi, RC and Coke
during the summer.
Only Pepsi and Coke sent bids,
David Blackburn, director of Procurement said. Pepsi offered the
University a $600,000 up front pay·
ment, a commission and · better
prices for Food Services.
"It was felt that the University
itself could realize a better fmancial
benefit from an exclusive contract
rather than a contract that included
both venders," Blackburn said.
Coke removed its machines from
Wilson Hall Tuesday, and represen-

tatlvcs will remove all the machines
on campus by Nov, 15.
The change came with the expiration of the contracts the University
held with Pepsi and Coke, said Tom
Denton, viet• president of fmancial
and administrative services.
University administrators decided
to change because Food Services
was offered discounted prices and
also for finand:tl reasons.
''The campus made approximately
$130.000 last fiscal year from soft
drink commissions," Blackburn said.
"We hope we come close to dou·
bling that by having exclusive con·
tract."
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Denton said renewing only one
contract will offer more options to
students.
"In an overall sense, this is a more
beneficial arrangement to the Uni·
versity and eventually the students
due to the financial bene tits 1nd cost
reduction to the food service department," Denton said
Pepsi products include Pepsi,
Mountain Dew, Mug, Sierra Mist.
Slice, Upton, Tropicana and Aquafina.
Bill Benriter, director of Food Services. said Food Services will contin·
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Murray State students remember the
courage and strength of the woman
known as the "mother of the civil rights
movement," a woman they learned about
in history classes.
Rosa Lee Parks, 92, died Monday of nat·
ural causes in her home.
Parks defied laws that required blacks
to give up their seats to whites on buses.
On Oec.l195S, when a white man demand ed her seat, she refused to move. The bus
driver asked her if she would stand up and
she said "No." Parks was placed in jail and
fined $14.
"It's not necessarily a tragedy bCC:~use
she had such a profound impact on the
civil rights movement as a whole," l.auna
Wood, president of Black Student Council,
said. "She will always be a symbol of civil
rights and African-American freedoms in
the United States."
Wood, senior from Jackson, 'J'cnn., said
her father made her study black history
because her elementary school did not
offer it. Looking back, she said she appreciates his efforts.
Geco Ross, junior from Paducah, said he
heard about Rosa Parks' death Monday
night and he surfed the Web for more
information.
"The most important thing that people
choose to forget at times is that she was
not the first to rcfust• to get out of her scat
during Jim Crow (laws)," Ross said. "However, the timing in which she did it was
key, and that's what set her apart."
Before Parks made her mark, two other
black women from Montgomery were
arrested in early 1955 for a similar charge.
"I like people to say I'm a person who
always wanted to be free and wanted it
not only for myself; freedom is for all
human beings," Parks said in a 1957 inter·
view, according to the Detroit Free Press.
Ross said that statement Parks made
stands out in his mind hccOtu'>c it demon·
strates her humility.
"It still shows her being a person," Ross
said. "She didn't elevate herself like some
past and present civil rights leaders have
done."
The Associated Press contributed to this
story.
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Oct. 20
1:16 a.m. A caller from the residential college circle reported a light
left on inside a vehicle. An officer
notified the vehicle owner's room·
mate.
7:48 a.m. A caller from Richmond
College requested an officer investigate the possibility of alcohol in a
resident's room.
10:41 a.m. An officer at Roy Stewart Stadium issued a citation to
Del!tiny Hammond, freshman from
Paducah. for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
4:40 p.m. A caller from the resi·
dential college circle reported two
male subjects taking photos of
unknowing females. The males
were only pretending to take photos.
1:05 p.m. A caller from the White
College parking lot reported a 6
-year-old and a 7- year-old playing
in the lot.
Rashod Taylor/The News

Dunker, who arrived to Saturday's homecoming football game in a race
car, hands the game ball to an official before kickoff.

Congressman key speaker
at local barbecue, bonfire

Phipps or April Barkley of American
Humanics at 762·3808 or 762-6117.

Time to 'fall back' an hour
with daylight-saving time

The Calloway County Republican Party
will hold its annual fall barbecue from 3 to
5 p.m. Saturday at Brandon Farm, just
south of Murray on U.S. 641
Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., will be the featured speaker at the event. Sen. Ken Win·
ters, R-Murray, and State Rep. Melvin
Henley, R-Murray, also will attend.
The event is free and open to the public.
For more information, call Vernon Anderson, Republican Party chairperson at 7591556.

The Murray State News staff would like
to remind everyone to set all clocks back
one hour Saturday night before bed.

Corrections
In the Oct. 21 issue of The Murray State
News, the story "Fulton airport receives
money from federal program," on page 6a
incorrectly identified Jeff Miles as James
Miles.
In the Oct. 21 special Homecoming section of The Murray State News, the story
"Greek organizations battle with dance.
complex beats" implies Odelsia Torian,
director of educational talent search, was
an undergraduate in 1994. In fact, Torian
pledged Alpha Kappa Alpha in 1981 and
graduated in 1984. She helped to plan the
first step show.

Campus Connection seeks
volunteers for programs
The Campus Connection Volunteer
Center, a division of American Humanics,
needs of volunteers.
The organization needs individuals for
Big Brothers and Big Sisters school-based
mentoring programs.
They also need volunteers to walk and
groom the animals at the Calloway County Animal Shelter and at Angel's Attic to '
sort clothing.
Needline is searching for volunteers to
work at Senior Food Day Nov. 17.
The Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Ce.nter also needs individuals to
rake leaves and clean gutters.
For information regarding how to get
involved, call Roger Wcis, Lindsey

.

Murray

Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news editor,
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762·4480.

Stat~

Friday, Oct. 21
12:02 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported something smoking
in an ashtray. An officer poured
water in tbe ashtray until there was
no fire.
2:14 a.m. A caller from Five Points
reported several people in the bed
of a pickup truck yelling at individuals.
8:S8 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported the theft of
money from her purse. A report for
theft by unlawful taking under $300
was taken.
9:31 p.m. A caller from Mason Hall
reported someone broken into a
·
vending machine.
11:19 p.m. A caller from the mall
area reported students being loud
and kicking trash cans. An officer
told the subjects to stop kicking the
trash cans and go home.
11:46 p.m. A caller from Springer
College reported a non-student
putting up flyer s on a bulletin
board. Public Safety directed the
call to Housing.

College requested the music at
Throughbrewed Cafe be turned
down.

Sunday, Oct. 23
4:49 a.m. A caller from Clark College reported two female subjects
cursing at the front desk worker.
The subjects were gone upon offi·
cer arrival.
7:58 a.m. Officers at Hart College
found the vehicle that was reported
stolen Saturday. Officers notified
the owner, who had forgotten
where the vehicle was parked.
9:23 a.m. A worker at Winslow
Dining Hall activated the burglar
alarm. The employee had forgotten
to deactivate the alar m before
going into the back room.
7:33 p.m. A caller from Springer
College reported unwanted sexual
contact from a friend. A report was
taken, and the incident is under
investigation.
10:11 p.m. An officer reported a
broken bottle on the east patio of
Hart College. Central Plant was
notified.

Monday, Oct. 24

Wednesday, Oct. 26

1:57 a.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported an individual
defecating in the bushes in front of
the building. The individual was
gone upon officer arrival.
4:08 p.m. An officer gave a verbal
warning to an individual on 16th
Street for failure to yield at a crosswalk.
7:18p.m. The residence director of
Regents College reported a bad
smell in Room 305.
7:44 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center requested Emergency Medical Se~ices for an individual who
appeared to' be having a heart
attack. The subject refused EMS
transport.
10:16 p.m. Murray Fire Depart·
ment investigated the cause of a
fire alarm at Hester College. Offi·
cials said the smoke from a bag of
burned
popcorn
in
tbe
second-floor trashroom triggered
the alarm.
Saturday, Oct. 22
10:48 p.m. A Murray State employ·
8:37 a.m. An officer found a bike ee at Carr Health found a Samsung
near the Curris Center. The bike . cell phone in the first floor women's
had not been reported stolen.
restroom. The individual took the
12:23 p.m. A caller from the Price phone .to lost and found at Public
Doyle Fine Arts Center reported Safety.
his vehicle stolen from the parking 5:33 p.m. A caller from the Roy
lot. A report was taken.
Stewart Stadium parking lot report·
10:20 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth ed a vehicle leaking gas. Public

SENIOR SALUTE
DECEMBER 2005
Tuesday, November 1
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Wednesday, November 2 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Diploma Frame

Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.

Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

The best way to announce
to all those special
people. Your name, degree
and major wil l be
printed in the actual text of
your announcement,
along wilh the time an~
location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in
packages of 20.

$30

Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts - 9
Arrests· 0

Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news
editor, compiles Police Beat with
materiaLs p rovided by Public Safety.
All di.~patched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing. visit
www.thenews.org.

Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes.
The distinctive mark of your graduating class. Available in packages of 25.

COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

$7

STU PENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for December graduates with Stafford loans. Informational booklets ancf loan summary totals will be available on that day. A representative wi ll be available
unti l 4:00 p.m. each day.

Thank You Notes
Say thank you with these
elegant note cards, featuring

ADMISSIONS SERVICES: A representative from Graduate Studies
wi ll be present to provide information about the Master's Degree programs
and to assist graduates in the application process.

custom school seal.
Package!' of 10.

$8.50

$15
Personalized
Announcements

ll:02 a.m. A caller reported a reck· •
less driver between Hester and
Springer Coll~es. The individual
was gone upon officer arrival.
4:09 p .m. A caller from Pullen
Farm reported a problem with dogs
around the greenhouse. Public
Safety referred the caller to Animal
Control.
4:29 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported finding a wallet in
the Throughbread Room. The
caller said he would contact the
owner.
8:42 p .m. A University employee
found a key ring with three Murray
State keys in a door at Wells Hall.
The caller took the keys to lost and
found at Public Safety.

See the complete
selection of Murray
State University
Class Rings. Take
;
advantage of promotional prices starting
at $199.00 during
Senior Salute.

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
requirements and commencement exercises.

../

ll:ll a.m. A caller from Waldrop
Drive reported an abandoned vehi·
de. An officer located the vehicle
owner and found the car was out of
gasoline.
12:08 p.m. An officer on 16th Street'
warned an individual not to be on
campus without a University-related reason.
4:19p.m. The residence director of
Hester College reported the smell
of marijuana on the second floor.
Officers later issued a citation to
Kyle R. Corgan, freshman from
Scott City, Mo., for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
6:07p.m. A caller from Mason Hall
reported a male subject walking
near the building carrying a desk.
The subject, who was near the
dumpster at officer arrival, said he
thought the desk was trash.

University Graduation Center

University Store

$99.95 - $179.95

Thesday, Oct. 25

Graduate with all the right stuff

~ ~-::-J~

Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.

Safety advised a wrecker service to
tow the vehicle to a repair shop.
The Murray State University Environmental Coordinator and Central
Plant were requested for clean up.

CAREER SERVICES: Come learn how to establish a career service file online! Information about resume preparation, interviewing, and job search
techniques will be available.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is
tmportant to stay in touch with Murray State.
Cap, Gown, & Tassel Ensembles
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your Per- Bachelor's $30.95
Master's
sonalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's
$90.95
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing Rep- Includes stole
includes stole and hood
resentative to select the perfect diploma frame.
Accessories
Residential
College
Stoles
$13.25
THE SHIELD YEARBOOK: Be sure to order your copy of the 2006 Shield!
$8.00
The yearbook is a perfect way to preserve those memories that made your Bachelor Honor Cords
M aster's Hoods
$54.95
years at MSU so unforgettable.
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University will remove Coke products from campus
Students question
'pouring rights'
From Pagel
ue to ptirchase Coke products
for Winslow until told not to.
He said Pepsi machines will
replace rhc Coke dispensers
located in Winslow Dining
Hall, and Coke products will be
pulled off the shelves in Fast
Track and the Thoroughbred
Room.

The change will not affect
companies on campus like Subway that have contracts with
Coke, Benriter said.
"Those who prefer Coke
over Pepsi will be disappointed," Benriter said. "I think
there will be enough products
available to meet dietary wants
and desires."
This change brings mixed

emotions among students.
Christen Jones, sophomore
from O'Fallon, Ill., and an avid
Coke drinker, said she w ill
begin buying drinks at other
retailers.
"I wish they would have
asked us or polled us about it,"
jones said. "We are the ones
buying it."
Whitney Coyle, freshman
from Crestwood and a Pepsi
drinker, supports the change.
"I like Pepsi better, so it
wouldn't hurt my feelings if
they took Coke away," she said.
"1 think it would be more cost

.

efficient for the school, so they
wouldn't have to buy so many
different products."
Benriter saiu the overall
change should be very success~
ful
"I think Coke and Pepsi are
important to students, and I
hope the end result will be a
win~win for students and facul~
ty," Benriter said. "The stu~
dents will be the benefactor for
thls change by receiving a larg~
er variety of products and paying less."
"Pouring rights" are common in different universities,

nursing homes and other secondary schools.
Companies offer discounted
prices on products and compensation, such as money or
improvements, to the school,
Benriter said.
The University of Florida
began offering only Pepsi
products this year, and officials
believe could earn about $27
million for the university.
The University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign received
$30,000 income in 2001 by
offering only Coke p roducts,
according to the University's

..-.. .

W eb site. Students used the
money to update campus by
instaUing planters, benches
and campus maps.
Tom Denton said overall, the
change will be beneficial to the
University and students.
"In the short run, they may
be surp rised that their drink of
choice wiU not be available,"
Denton said. "In the long run, 1
think it
be accepted
because it is the acceptance at
other places students may be
dining."

will

The Associated Press contributed to this article.
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tucky, you know that
thousands of parents,
students, teachers,
and family members
will be taking a close
look at MSU and the
surrounding communities.

Advertising Deadline
is Nov. 19
call the Murray State News advertisrng office a1

762-4478.
A Gateway Ad Rep can call on you at your
convenience

thenews.org

2006 Pord Fusion
and Othe.r Great Vebiclet!

Put your life in drive.
Register at www.fordcollegehq.com for a chance to win a
new 2006 Ford Fusion, and other cool prizes instantly.
NO ~URCH-'SE NECESSARY A PllRC!iASE WlllltlT INCREAS£ YOUR CHAliCES Of WINNIHG. lEGAL RESIDENTS OF lliE ~0 Uli!TEO STATES (D.(.) t8 YEARS AND OLDER. VOID IN FlORIDA AND WKER£ PROHIBn£0.
Promotiqn en~> 12/31/2005. For Qfffcial Rule<, prjze de..:riptions and odds distlo<ure, visit www.lptdtollegehq.com. Sponsor: Ford Motor Company, One Ameritiln Road. Dearborn, t-1148126.

LINCOLN

MliiCUtn

-··~··-

o5

college student

purchase program

www.fordcollegehq.com
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OPINION

Interim Opinion Editor: Mdbsa Kilcoyne
Phone: 762.-i•i68

Do you agree with Murray
State's exclusive drink
contract with Pepsi?
"1 think it's really
horrible that we
are getting rid of
the better-tasting
product line."

UNIVERSIT

Scott Grant
Senior, Owensboro

"It doesn't really
matter to me."
Jacob Natter

Contract limits choices

freshmsn. Evansvm., fncJ

Exclusive drink deal
restricts competition

"It will be a catastrophic event that
will tear Murray
State's campus to
pieces."

The staff editorial is the majori-

will this benefit actually be
passed on to students and other
· of The Murray State News. The consumers?
editorial board is composed of
The University requested
all section editors.
bids from RC, Pepsi and Coke
Coke or Pepsi.
fdr..an exclusive contract. Coke
The choice is as basic as a and Pepsi returned bids, but
favorite food or color, but that Pepsi gave the best offer of
choice defines people. Both $600,000 in an up-front paysides have a loyal following ment.
who refuse to settle for anyCoke representatives began
thing else.
removing machines Tuesday,
However, Coke's followers at and all machines are supposed
Murray State will have to cope to be removed by Nov. 15. Bevwith a large change when vend- erage products in the dining
ing machines containing Coke facilities will also be changed
beverages are removed from over to exclusively offer Pepsi
campus and Coke products are products, which include Pepsi, ·
taken off shelves.
Mountain Dew, Mug, Sierra
Basic economic theory con- Mist, Slice, Lipton. Tropicana
siders wide-spread competition and Aquafina.
in the marketplace a positive
Though University officials
thing. However, Murray State's insist students will benefit
exclusive contract with Pepsi from the exclusive contract and
will limit such competition on eventually approve of it, many
campus with regard to bever- disagree about it now. Of
ages.
course, many simply are used
Competition is thought to to having their beverage of
foster lower prices and benefit choice and don't want to give it
consumers. Conversely, limited up.
competition can result in
These people, if true Coke
increased prices and be a detri- loyalists, will quite probably
ment to consumers. Under an stop feeding their money to the
exclusive contract. the Univer- vending machines. This will
sity at least will benefit. But result in decreased overall
ty opinion of the editorial board

Ben Howard
sophomore. OweNbc>ro

"I personally
don't drink either,
but they need to
keep the options
open."
Amanda Bates
sophomore. Berea

Misty Hays/The New!J

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org

Melissa KUcoyne

sales and will not be good for
anyone. Regardless of the
exclusivity of a contract, the
University and beverage companies still benefit from
increased sales. It is probably
an extreme to say all Coke
lovers will boycott the new
choices, but it is quite practical
some will. The company's loss
will be reflected in the number
of people who stop buying.
. When it comes down to
pleasing consumers, choice is
vital. The University's new
contract with Pepsi prevents
this choice from being available. Even for those without
strong feelings toward a particular beverage, choice is preferred.
Though the idea of exclusive
beverage contracts is increasingly popular at other universities, that does not mean Murray
State should endorse this seemingly popular fad.
Before this contract, Murray
State offered a great variety of
drinks at dining locations and
in the vending machines. Consumers could choose from a
variety of juices, power drinks
and carbonated beverages.
With the new arrangement,
choices will be cut by half. How
can reducing the available
choices by half be a good thing?
Does this make any sense in the
world of economics?
Pepsi will have complete con-

trol over price setting now.
Yes, for now there is an
arrangement setting that's a
reasonable rate, but what about
the years to come? Even though
the contract will be reevaluated
and probably debated before
renewal, Pepsi will have the
upper hand.
Because the University has
already undergone the process
of removing other vending
machines, it would stand to
reason Pepsi wiU remain the
drink of choice at Murray State
for many years to come. The
process of changing out so
many machines and contracting with someone else would
simply take a great deal of extra
work and negotiation.
This exclusive contract
makes little sense in two main
areas. It is intended to, in some
way, benefit students. However, those who are consumers
benefit from a wide array of
choices. People are inherently
different, and consequently,
have conflicting preferences.
Also, eliminating competition
from a market tends to increase
prices.
Though there may be some
short term benefits, such as the
up-front payment, they are far
outweighed by the overall negative effects. Regardless of
their drink preference, people
would benefit most from choices.
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Andrea Chapman

The Murray State News strives to be the Uni·
versity community's source for information.
Our goal Is to present that information In a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated pub·
lie forum . Student editors have authonty to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on learning environment for students
Interested in journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, Its editors should devel·
op their editorial and news policies
The Murray State News IS prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication
of Murray State University. The f1rst copy of
The Murray State News is free . Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson
Hall.
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Parks leaves lasting effect on civil rights movement
In My
Opinion

Bus boycotts integral

to fight for equality

Elizabeth
Cawein
"J

FIND 1T

DJS'I'RESSING
THAT WE WERE
NOT GIVEN ONE
MORE DAY, ONE
MORE
OPPORTUNITY
TO PROPERLY
THANK HER
FOR HER BRASH
ACT OF
BRAVERY."

You can spend your entire life in Memphis and never make a trip to Graceland.
I should know because I've managed to
avoid the mecca of decadence, gaudy
decor and Elvis idol-worship for almost
21 years now.
Avoid that one if you like, but' there is
one legendary Memphis location you
should see before leaving our fair city.
This is no ordinary monument or memo·
rial. It is the National Civil Rights Museum, and its significance on the landscape
of American history re-entered my mind
this week.
The museum stands on Mulberry
Street in downtown Memphis, welcom·
ing hundreds of thousands of visitors
each year to learn about the volatile period surrounding the civil rights movement
and its leader, Martin Luther King, Jr.
Formerly the Lorraine Motel, the muse·
um was the site of King's assassination.
Needless to say, if you grew up in
Memphis, you have been to Mulberry
Street. You have seen King's hotel room
and the wreaths that hang from the balcony where he was shot.
·
You have toured the museum, read
about the KKK and learned about stand-

ins, sit-ins and marches.
And if you've seen all this. you've likely also gotten up close and personal with
one of the museum's greatest artifacts, a
city bus once driven in Montgomery,
Ala., the site of the legendary bus boycotts of 1955.
As a child, the bus was always my
favorite part of my visits to the museum.
It awed me to think that the exact bus I
was sitting in was once the setting for
segregation, intense racial and political
polarity, hatred and violence.
Unfortunately, my t houghts were
brought to this legendary bus and its passengers this week because of a loss the
American people suffered. Rosa Parks,
the woman whose refusal to move to the
back of the bus was the spark that ignited
the Montgomery boycotts, died Monday
at age 92.
Perhaps for some, this is an inconsequential blip on the radar of a daily news
cycle - just one more famous name in
the obituary column. As disturbing as I
find it that someone might live their
entire life unaware or unappreciative of
the fact that things have not always been
as they are now, I suppose it should no

more shock me than any other instance of
apathy or evidence of an uninformed
youth.
This time. though, it seems different.
Perhaps I feel this way because to me,
Parks' death represents something so
much greater than just the loss of her
own life. It represents the end of an era,
the loss of one of American history's
most significant voices and a chilling
reminder that in just a few years, the men
and women who fought or witnessed
firsthand the battle for equality will all be
gone.
So many of our country's heroes do not
live to witness the appreciation of their
contributions to history. Martin Luther
King, Jr. himself is a perfect example,
murdered in his prime and at the height
of the war for equality, however peace·
fully it was waged.
I believe we are highly indebted to
Rosa Parks and her fellow civil rights pioneers, and I find it distressing that we
were not given one more day, one more
opportunity to properly thank her for her
brash act of bravery.
' However, I also believe there is a
greater issue to be addressed. The world
is far too old for Americans to believe
that segregation and the struggle for civil
rights is a thing of the long-forgotten
past. The Crusades? The Reformation?
Now those were a long time ago. The
Civil War? Slavery? Not so much.
Lest we forget, it has only been 50
years since the desegregation of Ameri-

can public school systems, and that is
merely integration under the law - save
attitudes, racism and personal prejudices
for another commentary entirely.
It is my sincere hope that Rosa Parks
will be as memorialized posthumously as
King was. After all, I believe what she
gave to her fellow blacks, the people of
Montgomery and Americans as a whole
is as significant as King's leadership in
the movement.
While people need to be led, they also
need a spark, a moment, a motivation the belief that someone like them can
make a difference. Parks was an ordinary
woman who made extraordinary waves
with a simple decision. It seems odd to
think something hundreds of thousands
of people do every day - ride on public
transportation in a seat of their choosing
- would turn Montgomery, the state of
Alabama and the world upside down, all
because of a brave young woman named
Rosa Parks.
I often wish every American would
have the opportunity to visit the Nation·
al Civil Rights Museum. Perhaps then it
would be burned into their minds as it is
in mine, and they would never be able to
forget the name Rosa Parks, or the view
out of the window of a Montgomery city
bus.

Elizabeth Cawein is the assistant lifestyles
editor fo r The Murray State News.

Elective plastic surgery poses
serious risk with few benefits

Rockelle
Gray

"I

UNDERSTAND

THE NEF.J) TO

.

R.HBF.L AGAINST
111£ NORM AND

USE YOUR BODY
FOR YOUR
ARTIS'I1C ABIUTY; IT'S YOUR

BODY AND
YOUR RIGHT.
BU'I~ LN MY

OPINION, HIE
CRAZE OF PI.AS-

TIC SURGERY

HAS OVERSTEPPED ITS
BOUNDARY."

St~dent
In My
Opinion

Jim
Burch

According to the Plastic
Surgery Web site, plastic surgeries increased 5 percent in
2004 with 9.2 million procedures total.
The thought of giving birth
by a Caesarean section. which
could leave a scar on my stomach or having a permanent tat·
too on my skin scares me to
death - Death being plausible if
I sec the needle.
J understand the need to rebel
against the norm and use your
body for your artistic ability; it's
your body and your right. .But,
•in- my opinion. the craze 'of plastic surgery has overstepped its
boundary.
This is not to say that if a person is in an accident and a body
part is crushed, doctors should
not try to reconstruct what once
was there. Uut plastic surgery
should not be used to erase the
aging process. In an interview
between Oprah and Charize
Theron on Sept. 30, Theron
described a person's face as an
album of memories.
Overall, 1 don't think people
understand the permanency of
plastic surgery. The media capi·
talizcs on the perfection gained
by plastic surgery, and very little of the dangers that goes into
the decision, both physically
and mentally.
This summer, I worked at
Southwoods Summer Camp in
Paradox, N.Y. One of the girls
under the age of l3 had a Marie
Claire photo shot for an article
on plastic surgery. She had plastic surgery to reconstruct her
nose.
To me, this sent a message to
other young campers that getting plastics surgery is OK. If
you don't like something about
yourself, change it. Whatever
happened to accepting yourself
as you are? Are imperfections
lost in the world? Does the
aging process need intervention?
J know my feelings may
change when I get older
because I am 20, and by cosmet·
ic standards by face is "unaged."

But, hopefully, my self-image
will stay the same as it is now,
and I will be able to recognize
that my body needs to take it
natural course.
I understand the need to feel
good about yourself. I. like most
female students, wear make-up,
highlight my hair and get manicures. However, these do not
potentially risk my life.
Plastic surgery can cause
mental challenges far beyond
the physical scars. Some
patients come out of plastic
surgery with a new lease on life
and recoiJUllC:nd it to cothers;
However some are devastated
by the major change to their
bodies.
I .saw a testimony on "The
Insider" of an elderly woman
who had plastic surgery and the
damages became deadly.
In an attempt to stay young,
she had a tummy tuck and a
breast augmentation.
Soon
after her surgery, she could not
kick the anguishing pain. She
called her plastic surgeon, who
gave her a medication for the
pain. Mter the nipple, on one
breast, turned black, she went to
a dermatologist for a second
option.
The dermatologist deter·
mined she had an infection,
which could tum into gangrene.
Many celebrities deny their
use of plastic surgery. Michael
Jackson said he has had only
two nose jobs. However, if you
look at his nose from the '70s to
the present, it is obviously Jackson has made many tr ips to his
plastic surgeon.
Bottom line: Plastic surgery is
a personal decision that a person must make for themselves.
My advice would be to take
time and make sure that deci·
sion is right for you.
But at what price does beauty
cost? $10,000? $100,000? Your
life?

Rockelle Gray is a staff writer for
The Murray State News.

discovers cheap, simple solution to late-night parking difficulties
The best parking for only $10.
We all know the parking around
the residential colleges is horrible.
To keep on complaining
about it in the Opinion section
would be complete redundancy.
This, my friends, is a suggestion
to all about the options you
have when 'you can't find a
parking spot in the middle of
the night.
I'm just here to offer a little
optimism to all the frustrated
men and women who pay thou·
sands of dollars to not be able
to park at night. But no one is
ready for this idea yet, nor has
anyone ever tried it. So, for this
suggestion to make any sense at
all, I need to tell you all a little
story.

Once upon a time, I was d r i·
ving endless circles around
Hart College to find some surface to park on in the middle of
the night. Having paid my dues
as a freshman, I refused to park
at the stadium lot ever again.
However, I was also getting
impatient at the same time.
I came to the conclusion that
I was just going to park in a blue
zone and get a ticket for the
night. So, I made a left turn by
Elizabeth to head back the other
direction when I noticed something.
The coffee shop parking was
wide open. Surely, I can move
my car in the morning to avoid
a ticket. And even ifl fell victim
to the extortion of the University, it's still just a $10 ticket,

right? Wrong. It's freakin' $40
to leave your car in the Thor·
oughbrewd parking zone.
Naturally, I assumed this was
a mistake so I took my complaint to the Public Safety
office. Strike one. The lady in
charge was too close-minded to
comprehend that there's something wrong with a coffee shop
parking fine costing as much as
parking in a fue lane or a handicapped zone. I gave the situa·
tion the benefit of the doubt and
gave the Judicial Board a
chance. Strike two.
I actually owed Murray State
University $40 for parking too
long by an Equate-Starbucks.
But ladies and gentlemen, strike
three will be my victory. and it
can be yours, as well.

Are you ready for the answer?
If you've even seen a University
parking ticket, which I'm sure
all of you have, you'll notice
that the bottom right·hand section contains a list of all the
fmes for the different places
you park on campus.
One of these fines stood out
to me like The DaVinci Code in
a Christian bookstore. There's a
spot just in front of the coffee
shop parking zone that will only
cost you $10, is never full, and
one that no one has ever used
before - the grass. That's right.
For only $10. you can have the
best parking on campus by
parking on any lawn you please.
And if you don't believe me,
just look at a ticket and see
what it says next to ''Lawn Park-

ing." So if you haven't guessed
what my strike three is yet, then
her e it is. T he next time 1 can't
find a parking spot at night and
am willing to take a $10, I know
exactly where to go.
I'm going to drive right
through the coffee shop parking
zone, put my silver Cavalier
right on those precious blades
of grass, joyously toot my hom
a few times and pay the most
satisfying $10 I've ever been
fmed in my life.

Jim Burch is a junior creative
writing major from Collinsville,

m.
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Former weapons inspector
discusses war, presidencies
Marianne St onefield
Staff Writer
mston<'fit•ld@thenews.org

Scott Ritter, a former U.N. weapons inspector, visited Murray State Wednesday to speak to
students and faculty about the war in Iraq.
Armed with his book "Iraq Confidential: The
Untold Story of the Intelligence Conspiracy to
Undermine the UN and Overthrow Saddam
Hussein," published on Oct. 10, Ritter stopped at
Murray State to discuss his
criticisms against the U.S.
government and its search
for weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq.
"We went to war on a
case that hasn't held water,"
Ritter said. "(The government is) using disarmament
as an excuse for regime
change ... They haven't provided any datn to sustain
these allegations."
Ritter, a retired Marine
who served as an intelliRitter
gence officer. resigned from Scott
Former U.N.
the United Nations in 1998,
Weapons
be said.
Inspector
"Iraq Confidential" covers
the years Ritter and other weapons inspectors
spent in Iraq.
Though Ritter is strongly opposed to the war,
he said he does not take sides on political issues.
He spoke to a standing-room only audience of
students, faculty and community members at 7
p.m.. in Wrather Auditorium.

American soldiers are fighting in Iraq because
Americans did not question President George
W. Bush's reasons for going to war and followed
him blindly, he said.
"We went to war on the notion that Iraq had
weapons of mass destruction," Ritter said.
"There's nothing in Iraq worth the life of a single American citizen."
He said President George H. W. Bush and
President Bill Clinton lied about the presence of
weapons of mass destruction. In 1990, George
H. W. Bush called Saddam Hussein a true friend
of the American people. Five months later, Hussein invaded Kuwait.
In 1996, he said problems manifested between
U.N. weapons inspectors and the CIA.
"The CIA infiltrated the inspection process,''
Ritter said. ''This corrupted the integrity of the
inspection process."
After the attacks on Sept. ll, 2001, Bush incorrectly linked Saddam Hussein to Osama bin
Laden, Ritter said.
"We the people of the United States of America didn't ask questions'" We failed our troops."
Ritter said.
With a war looming in Iran because of
weapons of mass destruction, Ritter said be
expects a similar reaction from Americans.
Molly Williams, sophomore from Louisville,
was intrigued when she heard of Ritter's
appearance on campus.
"I'm not sure what to believe about the validity of everything he said,'' Williams said. "I
would like to believe it. It was interesting to see
his side of the argument because it's always
interesting to sec as many sides of an issue as
possible."

Rotaract, UNICEF -donate funds
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonejidd@thenews.org

Members of Murray State's
Rotaracr Club will trick or
treat on Halloween, but
instead of collecting candy,
they will ask for UNICEF
donations.
The Rotaract Club, founded
on campus in 2002, has participated in Trick-or-Treat
for UNICEF before, said
Mitchum Owen, public relations director for Rotaract.
Students dressed in costumes will go to Murray residences and trick or treat for
money to donate to UNICEF,

said Owen, senior from
Buchanan, Tenn.
He said this year's program
is different because Rotaract
invited members from other
campus organizations to trick
or treat with them.
"We wanted to make as
much money as we could this
year," Owen said. "The
money has technically gone
to needy children in other
countries."
, •
According to, UNICEF'S
Web site, proceeds from
Trick-Or-Treat for UNICEF
will be used to help the
youngest hurricane survivors.
Founded in 1946, UNICEF
helps save, protect and

improve the lives of children
around the world through
education, health care, nutrition and sanitation, according
to its Web site.
Julie Lewis, president of
Rotaract, said students will
meet at the amphitheater in
front of Elizabeth College at 5
p.m. Monday to car pool to
residential areas of Murray.
''It's just like normal kids
would trick or treat, but we're
doing it for money," said
Lewis, senior from Drummonds, Tenn.
For information on participating in Trick-or-Treat for
UNICEF, contact Julie L'e wis
at 762-4318.
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Historical Marker honors first black students
Emily Wuchner

The plaque reads: "Desegregation of Murray State
College: Shortly after the
historic
United
States
Supreme Court case Brown
vs. the Board of Education,
et. a!., decision, Murray State
College 'with all deliberate
speed,' welcomed Mary Ford
Holland of Kuttawa, Ky., as a
student in the summer of
1955. Holland's enrollment
earned her the distinction of
being Murray's first AfricanAmerican student."
The history department
helped develop the words on
the plaque. Fields-McCane
said.
"It brings me pleasure to
be able to mark a part in the
University's history," FicldsMcCane said. "It is important to mark Murray State

Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org

\\'hat is tlze purpose of the
federal shield law?
It is the law that allows

reporters to keep sources'
identities
confidential.
What you said:
"I haven't the slightest idea."
Caitlin Mehegan
freshman from Versailles
"So you don't get information."
Lindsey Waddy
senior from Paducah
"Not a clue."
Dannie Cain

Murray State on Saturday
unveiled a new historic
marker that commemorates
the first black students to
attend the University 50
years ago.
About 100 faculty. community members, students
and alumni turned out for
the ceremony. Some of the
flrst black students and their
faxPilY members unveiled
the plaque located in the
Quad ncar Pogue Library.
Annazette Fields-McCane,
director of the Office of
Equal Opportunity, petitioned for the marker in
October 2004 and found out
the
Historical
Society

"You aren't allowed to use the
federal shield to notarize documents."
Brian Jennings
freshman from Chrisney, Ind.
"I have no idea."
Brea Gray
freshman from Henderson
Correct: 0
Wrong: 10

Contributing Writer
A new on-campus group. with the
goal of promoting conservative
ideals, is getting attention from both
sides of the political spectrum.
Conservative Alliance has six student members and wants to recruit
more. said Justin Campbell, president and junior from Fulton.
He said the group is largely prolife, pro-war, pro-guns and believes
in minimal government influence.
"We're. for the most part Christ·
ian," Campbell said.
Campus Leadership Program, a
non-profit arm of The l.eadership
Institute in Washington funds and
supports the University's Conservative Alliance.
CLP literature encourages students to "Join the Movement, Be the
Movement," and according to the

l.

enroll in the University after
the Brown vs. the Board of
Education Supreme Court
ruling.

program, past graduates of The
leadership Institute include Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., and Karl
Rove, President George W. Bush's
senior strategist.
Campbell said there is a need for
conservative representation on campus.
"A lot of times, professors tend to
be very liberal towards things,"
Campbell said. "They try to push
their opinion on students. College
students can be easily impressed."
However, other student organizations provide a conservative-oriented outlet.
College Republicans also offer
students the chance to become politically active, but Campbell said the
two groups arc different.
"College Republicans is typically
more election-oriented," Campbell
said. "We're more topic oriented.
We aim to be activists to raise

awareness of conservative ideals."
Daniel Heath, president of College
Republicans, said the new group
docs not surprise him.
''Over the past few decades, the
conservative movement has been
growing rapidly, culminating in the
political culture we now fmd ourselves," Heath said.
He said College Republicans welcome the group as part of its overall
goals. despite the two groups being
distinctly different.
"Both College Democrats and
Republicans need these issue-orient·
ed groups because some students arc
simply not interested in politics per
se, but are current event-savvy,"
Heath said.
But Jessi Randall, freshman from
Calvert City and member of
Alliance, Murray State's group for
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgcnder
and straight students, does not wei-
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approved the marker in
December 2004.
The plaque marks the flrst
Murray State students to

fiDl Burress
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Attendees circled around the new historical
marker commemorating the SOth anniversary of
the first black students to attend Murray State.

New alliance's conservative approach gets attention

junior from Benton
"God! I just learned this!"
Brittiany Adams
junior from Farmington

Rashod Tt~ylor/ Tht• News

African-American history."
Patricia Jackson graduated
with her bachelor's in education from Murray State in
1967 and with her masters In
1971. She attended for her
brother. Bobby Brandon, one
of the first black students.
who was unable to attend.
"lt brings back a lot of
memories," Jackson said. "It
is great to see the changes
that have taken place and
the progress that has been
made."
Elnora Ford, niece of Mary
Ford Holland, presented a
$500 check to the University. McCane said the money
will be used for scholarships.
For full coverage on this
story, log on to www.thenews.org.
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come the group's mission.
Conservative Coming Out Day
was a play on National Coming Out
Day, a yearly event that encourages
people to come out as being homo·
sexuaL Also. Conservative Alliance
used a triangle with an American
flag as a sticker it handed out, which
is similar to the pink triangle that
denoted homosexuals in German
concentration camps.
"I think as a homosexual, that's
very offensive to take something
that's ours,'' Randall said.
Justin Campbell said he realizes
the group's symbols might be upsetting.
''We understand we may be offensive, but we're not trying tu do that,"
Campbell said.
The group does not have a faculty
adviser, and the University does not
recognize it as an official student
organizat i'on.
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Officials dedicate alumni center to former chairman
Jacqueline Jordan
Assistant News Editor
Jjordan@th('news.org

A crowd of faculty and alumni endured the cool Friday
afternoon as they stood outsidl'
the Sid Easley Alumni Center
for the dedication ceremony.
Sid Easley, a 1962 Murray
State alumnus and long-time
member of the Board of
Regents. now has his name
atop the building in gold letters.
Jim Carter, executive director of the Alumni Association,
opened the dedication ceremo·
ny.
"The dream of an alumni
house had long been a dream
for the alumni of Murray
State," Carter said. "(The Sid
Easley Alumni Center) provides exactly what our alumni
had dreamed of and worked
for."
Allen Stout, president of the.
Alumni Association, said
Easley has been a "great ambassador of Murray State."
He said Easley always brings
to mind an Abraham Lincoln

A crowd stands in front of the Sid Easley Alumni Center, as several Murray State
officials gather t o dedicate the center to a former Board of Regents member.
quote, "l like to see a man
proud of the place in which he
lives. I like to see a man live so
that his plate will be proud of
him."
Stout said the University is
proud of Sid Easley.
University President F. .King

Alexander said much of the
Murray State mind-set can be
attributed to Easley. ·and he
said it is because of Easley the
University is a ''student-centered" institution.
Alexander said Easley's con·
tributions to the campus during

his time on the Board of
Regents are obvious.
"No way can (the alumni
center) ever show the outside
public his commitment," he
said.
Former University President
Kern Alexander spoke about

friends with him," he said.
Easley said he was grateful to
have his name on the building,
but humbled. too, because
there nrc so many deserving
others.
While serving on the Board
of Regents, Easley said he told
members...anyone who had a
building named after them
ought w give at least $2 mil·
lion."
Easley joked that his wife
would never write that check.
Easley rold the stury of hig
grandparents,
who never
owned their land, had eighth·
grade educations and 13 chil·
dren.
He said his mother was the
only l)flC out of those 13 who
attended college, and the col·
lege she chose was Murray
State. Several other family
members have since attended
the University, he said.
"Most alumni could tell a
similar story." Easley said.
"This University gave you
opportunities ... (I would)
nl'Ver h:IVe had this opportunity had this school not been
here."
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Easley's contributions to Murray State and the community in
general.
"1 know of no other person
who has given of himself as Sid
Easley has to this community,"
he said.
•
Kern Alexander said when
Easley left the Board of Regents
to focus on his law practice. he
had dedicated so much of his
time to the University, Kern
Alexander was surprised
Easley had a law practice to go
back to.
He said he could think of no
more fitting place to have
Easley's name, as on the main
street when you come into
Murray.
Easley said after hearing
such nice things about himself.
he was reminded of what his
father once told him, "No man
should think more highly of
himself than he ought to."
He said the location and
development of Murray Stat~o•
went against the odds, but sur·
vived because of Rainey T.
Wells' persistence.
"He never took no for an
answer, and he wisely had
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Golf teams
firtish fall
at Austin Peay

'' One thing the students need to do as a
group is to take advantage of the section.
This is something I've been fighting
for since I've been here. ''

Dan Tepe
StaffWdter
dtepe@thtnews.org

The men's and women's golf teams
completed their fall seasons Tuesday at
the F&M Bank/Austin Peay Intercollegiate, and both squads came away with a
fitting conclusion defeating several Ohio
Valley Conference opponents a piece.
The women played at the par-71,
Clarksville Country Club in Clarksville,
Tenn., and finished fifth in a field of 17.
Southern Illinoi!i fired the best team
round during the first day with a 316.
However, Butler recovered the second
day and shot u tournnment-best 310 to finish first ahead of the Salukis. Wichita
State placed third, 20 strokes ahead of
fourth place Eastern Kentucky.
The Racers finished four shots behind
its OVC opponent but managed to top
other OVC teams: Tennessee Tech (seventh), Samford (eighth), Eastern IJiinois
(10th), Austin Peay (11th) and Tennessee
State (17th).
Junior Christi Baron led the Racers
individually. Out of 90 golfers, Baron finished in a tie for 18th and fired a tworound score of 164.
Senior Julie Bennett and junior Lauren
Hughes shot a 166 and 168 to place in the
top 30.
"I think we played really well as a team,
especially with all the teams that were at
the tournament," Baron said. ·•we fmished
ahead of a lot of OVC schools and anytime
you can top conference opponents, you
feel pretty good."
The men competed on the par-72 Links
of Novadel in Hopkinsville and placed
fourth out of 12 teams.
As a team, the Racers finished four over
par with a three-day total of 868, eight
shots behind third place Belmont. The
Racers maintained fourth position from
day one and held off Tennessee Tech.
ave rival Austin Peay held the lead
after the first round but lost it by the end
of the second day. The Governors finished second behind Western Illinois.
Sophomore Michael Craft finished in a
tie for ninth with a three-round score of
216. Craft shot a 70 on the third day to fmish at even par for the tournament.
Junior Kyle Shirley ended in a tie for
12th place at 217.' $hirley f1ted a 73 on day
one, his only round over par.
Junior Jamie Frazier and Mitchell
Moore tied in 25th place, and junior Will
Cox placed 42nd.
"The wind was howling Monday and
Tuesday and I have never been so cold on
a golf course," Hunt said. "Despite that,
we played pretty tough and just a couple
teams ended up playing better."
Both the men's and women's now have
an extended break and do not compete
again until March.

MickCronin
Head Men's Basketball Coach

Mick's Maniacs getting facelift
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeprd@thenews.o~

Men's basketball opponents coming to the Regional Special Events
Center this season. beware.
The athletics department and
Head Coach Mick Cronin
have worked in the offseason to revamp
the
Mick's
Maniacs
section to
make it four
times Larger
than it was
the previous
two seasons.
In the past, students
received
about 65 seats in
seven rows in section
llO to use for Mick's
~aniacs. No\v, sea~on
ticket holders in the
section have been
moved to provide the
~aniacs with their
own dedicated section
of about 250 scats.
Darron Boatright,
assistant
athletics
director for development. bas been part of
the effort working to
improve ~ick"s Maniacs.
"We can make an
impact on our atmosphere by our
students' involvement," Boatright
said. "This is not a big change from
what's· been going on. We've had a
good Mick's ~aniacs section. What
we're trying to do is take something
that's good and find ways to improve
it and make it bigger and better."
Going into the eighth season at the
RSEC, the Racers have compiled an
83-15 record for a .846 winning percentage. What the athletics department wants from the students is a
commitment to support the basket-

ball team to improve the home court
record.
Boatright said organization will be
the key to how strong the Mick's
Maniacs section becomes.

Maniacs T-shirt that will act as a
"pass" to stand in tht• section.
The athletics department wants
the students to take responsibility
for themselves and prevent anyone
not weAring the T-shirt from sitting
in the section.
Members
of Mick's
Maniacs
will
be

"We want to
get some consistency in that section
so we know what our cheers are, we
know what our chants are, we know
when to cheer and when not to
cheer," Boatright said. "The only
way to do that is by getting a group
together that is committed to consistently being at our games."
To gain admittance to the section
this season, students will have to
sign up and become a member of
Mick's Maniacs. There is no cost and
everyone who signs up will receive a

asked to

brought excitement back w the
RSEC from what cvcrylwdy says,"
Cronin said. "We're just trying tu
take it to another level by getting
people to actuaJly sign up nnu you
have to w~ar Y<'ur '!'-shirt tu gl't in."
Now that the Mick"s Maniacs have
their own section, the idea is I<' not
give up any of the seats.
"One thing the students need to du
as a group is to take advantage of the
section,'' Cronin said . "This is something I've heen fighting
for since I've
been here. It's
important
that we fill
that section ~<'
they
don't
hav~ to give it
back to people
that arc going
to pay money w
sit there. We
want to gnin
more scats for
studt·nts, <mJ
now th:tt we
have 250 over
there,
we
don't want to
give any of
them up."
The next signup date for students to become
a part of the
Mick's Maniacs is
today from 1 to 4
p.m. in the lower
level of Gmc A. All
sllldcnts need to
bring is a valid Raccrcard.
Sign·ups also will be available
Tuesday during the Rluc <~old c:amc
at the RSEC. The women's nnd men's
teams will scrimmage with the
women beginning at 5:15 p.rn. and the
men following.
The intra:;quad scrimmnge will hl'
the first exhibition g:unc for f:~ns
before the men take on lkllanninl' in
another exhibition Nov. 5.

:pr:o:_~,..MI9'!.,..;;;,~:::~~~!J

vide a method of contact through email or address so communication
can be sent from the athletics department or Cronin. There could be
additional privileges the Mick's
Maniacs will receive throughout the
season.
Cronin said the possibilities are
endless with the group.
"Mick's Maniacs is something that
J think has been great for the program, and it's something that has

Tennis team earns hardware in Memphis
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@chenews.org

Junior Rachael Lask hits a serve in a
practice early In the fall season.

The women's tennis
team closed its fall season
at last weekend's University of Memphis/Varsity Pro
Shop Invitational in Mcm·
phis and have four months
to prepare for the spring
schedule.
The tournament featured
three other Ohio Valley
Conference oppositions:
Samford, University of
Tennessee at Martin and
Southeast Missouri State.
The three Racers doubles
teams were a combined 5·0
against OVC opponents,
and each of them reached
the finals.
"Some of the strongest
teams in the OVC that we
will face in the spring were

there,"
said
Connie
Keasling, head coach. "For
the last tournament of the
season, our doubles were
Impressive and gave us an
idea of how we'll stack up
ag<1inst other doubles in the
spring."
Junior Casady Pruitt and
freshman Anne Pennington
took home the No. 2 doubles titll' after the tandem
defeated Samford's No. 2
doubles.
Juniors Rachael and
Anna Lask, the Racers' No.
1 doubles, fell to Saint
Louis.
Senior
Tami
McQueen and freshman
Adriana Alvarez lost to
Arkansas State's No. 3 doubles pair.
"I think the tournament
made us stronger as doubles partners," Alvarez
~aid. "We played pretty

well and we are going to
continue to practice to
improve for next semester"
Anna lask, Murray
State's No. 1 singles player.
won in straight sets in her
first two matches to earn a
spot in Saturday's finals
against Katrina Domela
from UT-Martin.
Lask defeated Domela 61, 6-4 to give Murray State
two titles.
"It felt good to win and
the competition was pretty
strong," Lask said. ''I felt
like 1 was mentally tough
throughout the tournament
and I just had fun. I was not
worried about winning our
losing."
.
Rachael lask played
Georgia Southern's Szilvia
Zsakay in the opening
round of the No. 2 singles
competition. Last took the

fir~t set 6-2 but dropped the 'agility to increase our
next two.
endurance."
However. lask reaches
Keasling knows this seathe consolation finals and son's team Is not as experiwent hcad·to·head with enced as !:1st season nnd
Brooke Cowie from Mem- hopes the spring schedule
phis. Cowie defeated Lask will help to build team rap·
in straight sets, 6-1. 7-5.
port.
Pruitt.
Alvarez and
"We have six players
McQueen, the No. 3, 4 and with seven y<.~llrs of total
6 singles players, lost to the ave experience," Keasling
eventual champion in their said. ··we will play every
respected bracket.
week to gain some cxpcriThe Racers do not have ence and consistency."
another match until Feb. 10,
'1 he spring scheduk
but the women will not begins in February with u
stop working and training.
tournament
at
home
The team begins off-sea- against Memphis.
son conditioning Monday
With the bulk of the
after a week break.
matches in the spring. the
"Our off-season program women will face off headis eight hours a week of to-head against the other
injury prevention and squads in the OVC.
anJury
rehabilitation,"
The OVC Championship
Keasling said. "We will do Tournament is set for April
weight lifting, sprints and 21-23 in Nashville.

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events

•

Tonight: ESPN @ 6:30 p.m.

Saturday: ESPN @ 6 p.m.

NBA Preseason Basketball
Nets at Knicks

NCAA Football
Michigan at Northwestern

Saturday: CBS @ 11:30 p.m.

Sunday: CBS @ noon

NCAA Football
Mississippi at Auburn

NFL Football
Raiders at Titans

Today: Soccer @ 3 p.m.

Saturday: Cross Country@ lO a.m.

Cutchin Field
Arkansas State at Murray State

Eastern Illinois University
O'Reilly OVC Championships

Tonight: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: Football @ 1 p.m.

Racer Arena
EKU at Murray State

Houck Stadium
Murray State at SEMO
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Football team
way better
than fans think
We're really not that bad. I swear.
I'm kinda tired of hearing how our football team sucks, because it mainly comes
from the people who don't see the games.
It's easy to look at a score and a record
to justify saying someone is no good. The
bottom line for fans is they see the scores,
and they see the record of 1-6. Fans, or
maybe non-fans in this instance, don't
really understand.
In all honesty, coming from someone
observing the games and not from a
homer, we have a good team. Three things
are just killing us right now, and there is
really nothing anyone can do about it. Not
even Joe Pannunzio. Do you hear that, Mr.
Ward and Dr. Alexander?
For starters, we are very young and
mostly inexperienced. We have 14 total
seniors on a roster
of 79 players, and
nine of those seniors
are starters. There
are 43 freshmen and
sophomores on this
team, which is more
than half the roster.
No one likes to
hear the "we're
young" excuse, but
there really is no
other way around it.
My next point
mainly has to do
Nathan
with our youth and
inexperience. We Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
give up too many
big plays, and we
invent ways to lose, it seems. No one can
see that by looking at the score, but
watching the game and examining the stat
sheets will tell the story.
Pannwizio is right on the money when
he says the team could easily be 4-0 in the
conference as opposed to 0-4.
Take Saturday's loss against Eastern
Illinois, for example. We were down 21·7
at one point and came back to take the
lead, 28-21. Our offense was moving the
ball, our defense was holding tough, but
the final score of 35-28 would tell the peo·
ple who weren't at the game that our
defense was the problem.
Wrong. The fact we had six turnovers
and three of those were returned for
touchdowns WflS the p,robJem. The two
offensive touchdowns the Panthers had
were a 56-yard pass and an' 83-yiud run.
Other than those two plays, our defense
played outstanding and they have really
grown as a unit since the beginning of the
season.
We had 20 more first downs than EIU.
we were five yards better in running the
ball and our quarterbacks threw for 179
more yards.
Two weeks ago, versus Samford, we
gained twice as many yards than the Bulldogs, only to lose because of a fumble and
punt return for touchdowns. ln the Jack·
sonville State game, the Racers were driving before backup quarterback Ryne
Salyer tossed an interception in the end
zone in what would have been a gamewinning score. Close, but no cigar.
The third problem is a lack of depth,
and I have mentioned this in previous
columns. Topps takes about as much punishment as a crash test dummy. Watching
Saturday, I thought they were going to
have to carry him off in pieces. The guy's
got guts.
Daniel Rumley could be done for his
entire career. The senior wide receiver
suffered a spinal injury and never mind
the fact he might not play the final few
games for the Racers. He may never play
football again.
Another receiver. Jonathan Eiland hurt
his hamstring Saturday and could be out
for a few weeks. The playmaker, Nick
Turner, has been banged up in certain
weeks. It's a vicious cycle, and Pannunzio
tried to prevent as best he could the injury
bug by limiting practice.
Saturday, against SEMO, the Racers
should earn their first conference win of
the season and hopefully gain some
momentum for a couple home games
against Eastern Kentucky and Austin
Peay.
If anything, this team is overdue for
some good things to come their way.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

phoros by R.lshod TaylorfThe News
I

Sophomore Rod
Harper races
after catching
one of his seven
receptions. The
Bradenton, Fla.,
native had his
best game as a
Racer Saturday
against Eastern
Dlinois when he
had 94 yards
receiving and
his first touchdown catch of
the season.

Racers searching for 1st conference win
Nathan Clinkenbeard

Ill

Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

If someone had told Head Coach
Joe Pannunzio at the beginning of
the season that his team would be
looking for its first Ohio Valley Conference win Saturday against South·
east Missouri State, he would not
have believed it.
At 1·6 overall and 0-4 in the conference, something Pannunzio
would not have believed in the past
is reality as the Racers go into Cape
Girardeau searching for their first
OVC win. SEMO is in the same boat
as the Racers, but unlike Murray
State, the Redhawks arc still looking
for their first win.
Pannunzio said his team's record
in the conference could easily be
reversed if it was not for the big
plays the Racers have given up.
"Every play is important, and
when you don't make those plays, it
costs you," Pannunzio said. "There is
a very fine line between winning and
losing, and as crazy as it sounds, we
could just as easily be 4-0 in the
league as we are 0-4. It's that fme
line that has cost us."
Murray State has beaten Sf-:MO 12
straight times dating back to 1993,
and Pannunzio has five victories
against the Redhawks, three of those
• coming in Cape Girardeau.
Southeast is coming off a nail-biting 33-32loss to Eastern Kentucky as
the Colonels scored on a 23-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback
Josh Greco to tight end Patrick Bugg

MW'Cay
State

.SEMO

Where
Houck Stadium
Cape G irardeau, Mo.

When
1 p.m. Saturday

Radio
Froggy 103.7 FM

Turner runs
ball during Saturday's contest
against Eastern Dllnois. Turner had a 65-yard punt return
for a touchdown in the game.
with 1.4 seconds remaining.
The Redhawks true freshman run·
ning back Tim Holloman ran all over
Eastern Kentucky and earned the
OVC's Offensive Player of the Week
for Oct. 23. Holloman scored four
touchdowns while running the ball
31 times for 155 yards. He also man·

aged six catches for 95 yards and two
of his four scores came on the
receiving end.
Pannunzio said SEMO is better
than its record reflects, and despite
the recent success against the Redhawks, it should be a tough game.
"We have always played really
tight games with (SEMO)," Pannunzio said. "It's always coming down to
the wire, and I'm sure this game will
be no different. It will be a big game
for us."
The Racers will be without the
services of two starting wide
receivers: senior Daniel Rumley and
junior Jonathan Eiland. Rumley suf·
fered a spinal injury in practice and
could be done for his entire career,
Pannunzio said. Eiland tore his hamstring in the fourth quarter of Satur·
day's 35-28 loss to Eastern Tllinois.

Quarterback Ken Topps also
returned to the injured list this week.
Topps was crushed by an Eastern
Illinois defender as he was throwing
a ball that linebacker Lucius Seymour intercepted for the game-win·
Ding score.
MKen Topps is totally beaten, battered and bruised," Pannunzio said.
"Whether we'll have him back by
Saturday, I don't know that yet. He
obviously brings a differt'nt dimension to our offense and some excitement."
The junior transfer became the
first Racer quarterback to run for 100
yards in a game since 1982. Topps
ran for ll8 yards on 16 attempts Saturday beftue he left the game with
an injury. He also had touchdown
passes to wide receivers Maurice
Marchman and Eiland.
The Racers are tied for the worst
rurnover margin in the league as
they have seven takeaways and 20
turnovers. Saturday, Eastern Illinois
claimed six takeaways, and the Panthers returned three of those for
touchdowns.
Sophomore Ryne Salyer said he
was disappointed with the outcome.
because he feels the team is starting
to play well.
"Every loss is tough, but what
makes this one even worse to take is
that we know we're playing pretty
well. but we're not being successful,"
Salyer said. "We're just not doing the
things we need to do to win games."
Kickoff is scheduled for 1 p.m. Saturday at Houck Stadium in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.

Cross country teams set for OVC Championships
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thcn<!Ws.org

With six meets behind
them, the men's and women's cross country teams still
have crucial miles to run
before their trek is over.
The next leg of their journey is Saturday morning in
Charleston, Ill.. where the
two teams will compete at
the O'Reilly's Ohio Valley
Conference Championships.
Last weekend, the teams
ran at the Southeast Missouri State Invitational in
Cape Girardeau. Mo. Four
runners endured the 3.2-mile
course for the women's

team, and the men's team
consisted of three runners.
Neither team had enough
participants to qualify for a
team score.
Junior John Gorey led all
Murray State competitors in
the 21-runner race finishing
fourth. Gorey blazed the
course in a time of 16 mlnutes. 27 seconds.
Freshman Mitch Sharber
and junior Anthony Colotti·
Brown also competed.
For the women, freshman
Alain a Zanin was third out of
16 runners with a time of
19:29.
Freshman Kristen Heckert
and seniors Megan Rainville
and Lindsey Neely were

sixth, ninth and 12th, respec·
tivcly.
Head
Coach
Dereck
Chavis said because several
runners
have
suffered
injuries throughout the season, he thought it was more
important to have his runners healthy for Saturday's
meet than last weekend's
invitational.
"1 expect them to do well
(at OVCs)," Chavis said.
"This past weekend, we didn't run our expected number
of runners because I wanted
them to heal up."
Chavis said the teams arc
in good shape physically, so
he used the week to focus on
what he believes to be the

roost important aspect: mental preparation.
"That's where we're at
right now, just gearing ourselves up mentally and emo·
tionally to be able to com·
pete," Chavis said.
With eight freshmen, this
weekend could prove to be
the roost competitive and
mentally straining weekend
of their young college
careers. Zanin, who has led
the women's team in every
race, hopes her performance
will have a positive impact
on tomorrow's results.
"I want to do my best for
the team," Zan in said. "I just
take one race at a time and
go out there and run fast."

Chavis said at this point,
his runners know their limits
and how hard they can push
themselves. The two teams
have progressed steadily
throughout the season and
this weekend's meet will be
the ultimate opportunity for
the runners to test themselves.
"I think we're going to do
good." Kristen HeCkert said.
"Our coaches say we could
place in the top five in the
conference, and then we
have a chance to have
regional qualifiers."
The men will begin the 11
team race at 10 a.m. and the
women's race follows at 11
a.m.
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Redhawks spoil women's bid for OVC crown
Racers face Govs
in 1st round Tuesday
Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard!Wthencws.org

When tlw dust settled on a wild
closing weekend of Ohio Valley
Confl•rencc play. the women's soccer team found itself in fourth place
and hosting a first-wund tournament game.
After setting a record with five
straight wins, the Racers entered the
final weekend of conference play
with a chance to win the OVC regular season title, but it wnsn't to be.
The R<tcers fel12-l in overtime to the
Redhawks Friday.
After being t!liminatcd from title
contention, the Racers played the
role of spoiler Sunday. Forcing a 0-0
tie ag;~inst E::~stern Illinois, Murray
State put to rest the Panthers' title
hopes, allowing Samfnrd to win its
third straight OVC regular season
title.
The Racers host Austin Peay in
the first round of the OVC tourna·
ment at 2 p.m. Tuesday at Cutchin
Field.
Earlier this season, the Racers fell
to Austin Peay, 3-l, but has since
gone on a five-game conference winning streak.
"Last time we did n(>t show them
what we were made of at all," sopho·
more ]en Nowak said. "I feel like
they arc not going to respect us at
all. We're a totally different team
from when we first pl;1yed them."
The six-team OVC tournament
will conclude with the championship game on Nov. 6 in
Charleston, Ill. For the first time, the
game wlll be televised on ESPNU.
"The OVC this year can go a11y
which way," Nowak said. "There'.;
no team in the OVC we can't play
with."
On Friday, Murray State and
Southeast Missouri engaged in a
scoreless tic through the first half
before the Racers quickly scored the
game's first goal at the 52-minute
mark when Nowak passed to freshman Krista Llewc1Jyn on the right
side. l.lcwcllyn passed to freshman
Melisa Curry in the center of the
field,' who fircti a shot past the Redhawk goalie. 1 putting the Racers
ahead 1·0.
Murray State clung to its lead until
SEMO scored in the 79th minute to
tie the game.
In overtime, junior Laura Oppe·
gard tangled v.ith Lisa Schweppe
while going for a steal. The referees
awarded Schweppe a penalty kick,

vs.
Murray
State

Austin

Peay

First Round Game

Where
Cutchin Field
Murray, Ky.

When
2 p.m. Tuesday
and she fired her shot to the left side
past diving junior goalie Heather
Jones, giving Southeast Missouri a 21 victory.
"lt was just a typical SEMO game,"
Nowak said. •·we knew whatever
happened it was going to be a dogfight and one bad touch. one bad
!llOVti, could cost you the game. We
were upset but we didn't let it get to
us that much."
On Sunday, the Racers played for
tournament seeding against Eastern
Illinois. Murray State has never
beaten Eastern Illinois but gained its
second tic against the Panthers.
Both teams employed excellent
defense and enjoyed stellar performances by their goalies.
Eastern Illinois controlled the second half, firing 10 shots on goal to
Murray State's one, but Jones was
able to keep the Panthers scoreless,
collecting nine saves in llO minutes
of play.
The Racers finished the 2005 OVC
season with a record of 5-3·1 and
have two non-conference games
remaining befq,r.e the OVC tournament.
The team has grown and progressed throughout the year, Nowak
said.
"We've just learned to play together and play for each other," she said.
"We've gotten the hang of playing
the Murray State game instead of
our own individual games."
The Racers welcome Arkansas
State at 3 p.m Friday at Cutchin
Field. South Dakota State comes to
Murray for an 11 a.m. contest Sunday.

Freshman forward Krista Llewellyn attempts to keep the ball
inbounds as a Panther defender tries to take possession.

Volleyball team takes 2 straight
against Tennessee-Martin, Tech
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz(a)thC'news.org

t\manda Von Kannei/Thc News

Freshman outside hitter Alison Mugler goes for a
kill in Thursday's game against UT-Martin.

The women's volleyball
team is hopes that winning
two games at thl! right time
can turn its season around.
After losing three out of
four road matches, the Racers returned home to defeat
Tennessee-Martin on Thursday night and Tennessee
Tech Saturday afternoon.
This put Murray State one
match out of sixth place in
the conference. which would
give the team a spot in the
Ohio Valley Conference
Championship Tournament.
"That would be an outstanding accomplishment
for this team," Head Coach
David Schwepker said.
''Whatever place it is, just to
get into the tournament."
Thursday night against
Martin, the Racers won the
first two games of the match
30·21 and 30-25, but the third

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

-

EOIIl HOUSING
IPPIIJINRY

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray.KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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game was a struggle.
Martin had four game
points beginning at 29-25,
but Murray State came away
with the match after a 7·1 run
at the end of the game to
defeat the Skyhawks 31·29.
Freshman outside hitter
Alison Mugler had a doubledouble with 18 kills and 18
digs, which gave Mugler
nine double-double~ for the
season.
Norris accountl•d for 18 of
the team's 69 digs and is still
ranked No.ll in digs per
game, according to the
NCAA.
Although Norris' achievements continue to put her in
the spotlight. she tries not to
focus on her individual play.
"I'm worried about if I'm
doing the job for the team,"
Norris said. "It's more about
everybody being together."
Norris has helped her
team climb to the top of the
NCAA national Division I
rankings in defense, a ~pot it

has held for four weeks.
In Saturday's game, all the
elements finally seemed to
connect to give the team a 31 win against Tech.
"It feels good to know that
what we've worked on in
practice has carried on to the
game," Jansen said.
Jansen, Mugler, Hubert
and freshmen outside hitter
Alyssa Groves had doubledoubles in Saturday's match
that included 28 ties and 17
lead changes.
"We love the win,"
Schwepker said. "It was a
good win for us. The girls
played really hard and never
gave up. I think it's a great
thing for this program that
the girls are this young and
they don't quit."
The win put the team at 37 in the OVC and in a seventh place tie.
The Racers continue their
home stand at 7 tonight in
Racer Arena against Eastern
Kentucky.

Hunters seen
as bad guys
to outsiders
Many people believe hunting is a cruel
sport, and hunters are the bad guys. However, hunting serves a useful function in
the balance of nature, and many species of
animals would be near extinction if it
weren't for hunters.
For example, animals like deer, turkey,
waterfowl and small game sometimes
experience a population explosion that
can endanger their habitats. Hunting is
necessary to bring the population of a certain game animal within its habitat's car·
rying capacity.
In the past, some species have grown at
a higher rate than their habitat can main·
tain, and those animals have suffered
because the lack of food and have devel·
oped diseases associated with malnutrition.
When overpopulation occurs, hunters
are a key component
in wildlife management. Although hunting seems cruel to
some people, it is
vital to the survival of
many types of animals. Wildlife can
only flourish when
their numbers are
kept in check.
Each state has a
fish and wildlife serWarren
vice that keeps track
King
of animal popula- Outdoor columnist
tions, and bag limits
are based on a particular animal's numbers from past seasons. If a population is
increasing too fast, then bag limits are
increased, and if the population is not
growing or is decreasing, then bag limits
are decreased.
If this process is done efficiently, then
game animals will never be on the endangered species list. In fact, since hunting
regulations have been introduced into our
country, no animal has become extinct
because of over hunting. Poor conserva·
tion and pollution have brought about
extinction, not hunters.
Hunters are really great friends to
wildlife because they keep animal popula·
tions under control, but that's not the only
benefit that they provide for wild game.
Hunters have long banded together to
develop great conservation tactics to benefit the well being of game animals.
For instance, Ducks Unlimited, National Wild Turkey Federation, The Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation and many simi·
lar groups work together to increase the
number of game animals through the
development of habitats.
I am a committee member of the Marshall County chapter of Ducks Unlimited,
and I know first hand about the efforts
this group puts forth in the conservation
of the waterfowl population. DU works
with state, federal and international gov·
ernments in a continual effort to promote
policies that will lead to the increase of
waterfowl throughout North America.
Each year, DU has a local banquet
which includes a report from an expert in
the field of waterfowl management, and
he always gives us good news about the
increase in waterfowl populations due to
habitat development.
DU is a private organization funded
entirely by the individual members who
are avid outdoorsmen like me, and its success has been accomplished without any
funds from state or federal governments.
DU is a role model to all organizations,
demonstrating what can be done when
private citizens band together for a cause.
The Marshall County DU banquet will
be held at 6 p.m. Saturday at Kentucky
Dam Village Conference Center, and tick·
ers can be purchased at the door. Each
ticket purchaser aJso receives a one-year
DU membership.
Hunters are much more than people
who kill animals. They are great conservationists and have a real concern for the
preservation of wildlife. Hunting is a
noble endeavor and a time-honored tradition, which is passed from one generation
to another.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget Custom Installation
AWDILPINE.
Sunset Boulevard Music
11 09 Chestnut St. - Next Door to Wendy's
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Phone: 270-753-0113
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Rowers bring alumni back
for Homecoming weekend
Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard@tllenews.org
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Homecoming weekend took
on special significance for the
rowing team as it welcomed
past team members back for its
annual alumni race.
Alumni took on the current
varsity team last Saturday
morning in four races on Kentucky Lake. The day belonged
to the varsity rowers, as they
defeated the alumni in all the
races.
Murray State welcomed
back 24 former rowers, about
14 of whom participated in the
races. Dan Lavit, Director of
Non-Credit and Youth Programs and former assistant
coach, was instrumental in
organizing the participation
from former team members.
"We have a young alumni
because the program is only
nine years old," lavit said.
"There's a lot of trash talk
around Homecoming weekend.
They beat us pretty bad this
year."
Last weekend was the third
annual alumni race and each
one has been more successful
and enjoyed more alumni
. response than the last, Mclean
said. Homecoming will be
especially significant for the
program next year Murray
State rowing will celebrate its
lOth year of existence.
"It's growing in popularity
and people are excited to come

back," coach Bill Mclean said.
''It builds a broader sense of
team, or belonging, even after
they leave they program. It's
always great to see folks that
you spent a lot of blood, sweat
and tears with."
The alumni race gives the
team additional race experience while also giving them a
way to stay ~onnected with
former members. Older rowers
enjoy seeing their former
teammates while younger rowers enjoy meeting their predecessors for the first time.
"Not only is it another day
for us to have race simulation,
it gives us a way to get to know
old rowers," senior Matt
Weaver said. "As soon as they
come back in town, its just like
the old days. Those are the
guys that taught me how to
row."
Team members enjoy alumni weekend because it gives
them an opportunity to hang
out with past rowers since
many of them no longer live in
the area.
"During this weekend, a
bunch of us went to the foot·
ball game and kind of caught
up with each other," senior
Sarah Bullock said. "We're
pretty close whenever we do
get together. It's nice to be
with everyone again, to share
new experiences and old experiences."
Even though the race is little
more than a practice, rowers
say it is very competitive. It
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has grown into a friendly rivalry of sorts, especially among
the men, Mclean said. The
elder rowers engaged current
team members in pre-race
smack talk via e-mail, he said.
"It's pretty competitive, we
both talk smack," Bullock said.
"We're racing each other but
we're having a good time out
there also."
For current rowers, the race
was an opportunity to prove
themselves to their predecessors.
"It's bragging rights basical·
ly," Weaver said. "We beat
them, that's all that matters."
There is more to alumni
weekend than just the race.
The former members are treated to a dinner reception Friday
night and after the race on Saturday they enjoyed lunch with ·
the varsity team at the
boathouse, McLean said.
The team has been quick in
getting back to business.
preparing for its next race, the
Head of the Chattahoochee
Nov. 5 in Chattanooga, Tenn.
The Head of the Chattahoochee consists of two races,
one in the morning and one in
the afternoon, both of which
will be 5000 meter races. At 30·
40 strokes per minute for 5000
meters, the race is very grueling for the athletes, McLean
said.
"It's a tough intensity race,"
he said. "We're just trying to
get comfortable with higher
rates."

8 pm- 10 pm
Both Nights

Sports Brief•••

All Proceeds
Restrictions could come on football matchup
Benefit
Toys 4 Tots

State Rep. Denver Butler, D·
Louisville, has prepared a bill
that would affect the two Division I· A football schools in the
Bluegrass State.
Butler pre·flled a bill that will
he addressed in the next legislative session, which begins Jan.
3.
If passed, the bill calls for the

University of Kentucky's football team to be required to play
the Universit~ of Louisville in
the first game of the season.
The bill also asks to require
louisville to make the game its
first game of the season. Butler
also wants to authorize the
Board of Trustees of Louisville
to establish proper regulation

for the government of the university and the training of its
students.
The Cardinals have won the
three previous meetings with
the Wildcats, including a 31-24
win in Louisville thi! season.
Tbe two teams began playing
each other every season in
1994.

RACER
BASKEBIILL
MICK'S MANIACS
Interest and sign up table
Today

1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
at the Regional Special Events
Center, Gate A
.·

BLUE AND GOLD
GAMES
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Tuesday, Nov.. 1

5:15 p.m.
at the Regional Special Events
Center
'

Now you have everything you possibly need to
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Alpha Phi Alpha.dominates

photO$ by Am.lnda Von

Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha perfonn the fraternity's signature hand gesture during the National Pan-Hellenic Council's Annual Fall Step Show Saturday in Lovett
Auditorium. This is the third year they have won first place in the fraternity division.

NPHC fraternities,
sororities face off
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

Delta Sigma Theta members perfonn step and incorporate their hand signal in the show.

Zeta Phi Beta sisters Nicole
DeFreeze , senior from Bowling
Green, April Gilbert, senior from
Lexington, a nd Jennifer Pryor,
junior from Louisville, perfonn
together in the step show.

Sisters of Alpha Kappa Alpha celebrate after being
named the sorority division winners.

Geco Ross, junior
from
Paducah,
steps during the
Kappa Alpha Psi
perfonnance.

Murray State's black sororities and fraternities shook Lovett Auditorium during
the National Pan-Hellenic Council's annual Fall Step Show Saturday.
For the last three years, the competition
has awarded $500 prizes and trophies to
the top sorority and fraternity. Last weekend, three fraternities and three sororities
used everything from food trays to striped
canes to set themselves apart.
NPHC Adviser S.G. Carthell said each
group worked hard all semester to prepare
for the step show. which coincided with
Homecoming and the anniversary of the
first black students at Murray State.
"This was also particularly important
because it was the 50th anniversary, so a
lot of their alums were here," Carthell said.
Comedian Demetrius "Meech Dog"
Wheeler of Loub'ville emceed, and began
the night with shoutouts to the individual
Greeks organizations, that answered with
whoops, chants and screeches.
"Murray State, are y'all ready to have a
good time tonight?" Meech shouted, eliciting a roar from the audience.
Delta Sigma Theta stomped first, busting on to stage through the speakers of a
giant cardboard boom box. In matching
red jogging suits, fuzzy hats and side ponytails, they stomped, clapped and slapped in
unison. Occasionally, one member would
establish a beat or begin a chant and the
others would follow.
"Who said we could not step?" the
Deltas shouted. "Who said we can't get
down?''
Alpha Kappa Alpha set its part of the
show in "Ivy Airlines." Two
members
began the
...--..._..,act with a
parody of
pre-flight stewardess
instructions, then the
curtain opened to
reveal a ll'gion of posed AKA stewardesses in pink shirts and lime green scarves.
The show included mock arguments and
food trays banged against the stage.
Next. three members of Kappa Alpha Psi
awoke from the dead to compete for first
place. They rose out of coffins dressed in
tuxedos with crimson vests and bow ties.
Brandishing striped canes. the KAPs
pounded complicated rhythms onto the
floor. Eventually, they exited the side of
the stage and re-entered Lovett through a
side door, dancing into the crowd in the
spotlight.
Phi Beta Sigma began its segmPnt with a
fake news broadcast. A video projected
onto the wall depicted newscasters
"Tenequa Jenkins" and "AI Roker, Jr." covering a jail break.

Then three Phi Beta Sigma members
walked through a side door in black jump
suits and Jason masks to A.kon and Young
Jeezy's "Soul Survivor." They carried
white canes that they banged and
drummed against the stage while blindfolded. A lot of their act consisted of skitlike hanter with a few calls to their fraternity between cadences.
"Shhh, we're not done yet," they whis·
pered before the lights shut off, and they
fmished their act using glow sticks.
Phi Beta Sigma reappeared in the fifth
act to escort members of Zeta Phi Beta
onto stage. The women clapped and
stomped. occasionally lifting the metal
chairs they sat in to add to the beat until
the Phi Beta Sigmas took them off stage.
They wore white jackets with hoods
pulled over their heads as they stepped to
Missy Elliot's "lose Control." A strobe
light flashed against their white outfllS,
creating a dance club effect. Amid the
stomps and lights, they called out to their
escorts' fraternity.
"Phi Beta Sigma's got soul," they shouted.
T he show ended with an Alpha Phl
Alpha train. The fraternity's contestants
thundered out of a makeshift train tunnel
in black shirts and gold ties. They performed their signature step, "Alpha train,"
and "tuts," their signature hand gesture.
Alpha Phi Alpha's Incorporated a
preacher, a girl and the "Chariots of Fire"
theme song into a slow-motion comedy bit
between step sequences. They also spontaneously switched mid-beat from frat guys
in ties to frolicking monkeys for laughs.
After the judges deliberated and the
audience line danced through the aisles,
Demetrius Meech called for attention.
"If y'all wanna know who won this thing,
make somt: noise," Meech shouted.
All of the participants gathered on stage
while Meech announced the winners of
the Annual NHPC Fall Step Show. Alpha
Kappa Alpha won the sorority division,
and Alpha Phi Alpha out-stomped the
other fraternities.
"It feels great," said Kristyc Russell.
Alpha Kappa Alpha member and sophomore from Louisville. ''We've been waiting
for this for a long time."
This year proved a continuation of the
Alpha Phi Alpha domination of the Fall
Step Show. They have earned flrst place
for three years in a row.
"l.ast year was really, really good,"
Cart hell said. "This year topped that one."
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This Week
• Friday
Soccer
3 p.m., MSU women's
soccer vs. Arkansas
State, Cutchin Field

VoUeyball
7 p.m., MSU Volleyball vs. Eastern Ken·
tucky
University,
Racer Arena
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Dia de los Muertos celebrates,
honors the dead with offerings
JanetRobb

from the pre-Hispanic concept of
the duality of life and death.
According to "Noche de Muertos" (Night of the Dead), preHispanics, people before the
Spanish Conquest, believed the
world was filled with contradictions. They believed life and
death were considered to be part
of the same reality.
Garcia said people in small
towns gather to cook, clean
cemeteries and decorate graves
with special flowers called cempasuchith, which it looks like a
marigold. Family members prepare the favorite food and drink
of deceased relatives to offer the
dead.
"If I have someone, a relative,
who has passed away, I will go
and I wiU clean the grave," Garcia said. "I will put flowers and
cook a specific dish (for the
deceased)."
A wooden structure is also put
on graves with flowers and can-

Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Large altars decorated with
flowers and offerings adorn
many graves to honor the dead
during Dia de los Muertos, or
VoUeyball
Day of the Dead.
2 p.m., MSU VolleyThe Mexican holiday, which
ball vs. Morehead celebrates the dead, is the ftrst
State
University, two days of November. The first
Racer Arena
day of the celebration is. called
Vigil of the Little Angels, and
offerings and altars are placed on
the graves of dead children, and
Soccer
11 a.m., MSU women's the second day is for all the
soccer vs. South deceased.
Zaira Garcia, graduate student
Dakota State, Racer
from Mexico, said Dia de los
Arena
Muertos differs from what
Americans think about HalPumpkin painting
2 p.m., for children of loween.
"We celebrate the people that
Murray State students, Curris Center have died,'' Garcia said. "It's an
ancient tradition."
Dance Lounge
Dia de los Muertos derives

• Saturday

• Sunday

dles to show who has died
in the past year, she said.
Since Garcia is Catholic,
she celebrates the holiday
a bit differently than most.
People usually make the
altars as a gateway for the
deceased to come back from the
dead because they believe the
souls will return that day, she
said. But in the Catholic faith,
they do not make the altars.
"It's a moment to celebrate
because they believe the soul
will pass through the door and
will eat what (food) they have
prepared for them or smoke or
drink," Garcia said. "In the
Catholic religion, we do not
make altars, we believe in God,
of course, and when people pass
away they will go to (heaven)."
Michael Waag, professor of
modern languages, said many
people visit the Indian village
Janitzio in Lake Patzcuaro this
time of year to celebrate Dia de

Faculty recital
3:30 p.m., Stephanie
Rea performs flute
pieces from her
recently released CD,
free admission, Performing Arts Hall

Student recounts real-life experiences with the supernatural
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmccombs@thenews.org

• Monday

While many read and tell
ghost stories around Halloween,
9 p.m., Rocky Horror Abram Brummett wrote about
Picture Show, Curris his true life encounter with the
Center Theater
supernatural
"Originally, I wrote the book
to record my experiences for
myself and my family," said
Faculty r ecital
8 p.m., "Passport to Brummett, graduate student
Music from Around from EdwardsviJle, Ill. "As I told
the World," free people about it, they wanted
admission, Perform- copies. Then, more people wanted copies. Eventually, in April, I
ing Arts Hall
published my book through Page
Free Publishing."
Thursday Brummett signed
Meeting
copies of his book, "Awakening
5 p.m., Student Gov- of the Spirit," in front of the Uniernment Association, versity Bookstore.
open to the public,
Curris Center Barkley
Room

Movie

• Dtesday

• Wednesdu

• ntursday

Donna Witherspoon. mass
market trade book merchandiser
at the University Bookstore, suggested Brummett do the book
signing.
"People had been requesting
his book,'' said Witherspoon, of
Paris, Tenn. "When he brought
the books in, I found out he was
a graduate student. I then suggested he do a book signing. The
book interested me because, as a
child, I had similar experiences
and could relate to him."
Lesley Cross, graduate student
from St. Louis, bought Brummett's book at the bookstore and
enjoyed it because of her love of
ghost stories.
"It was a good book and I gave
it to my mom to read because I
knew she would like it, too,"
Cross said.

Staft" Report

Play
7 p.m., The Secret
Garden, $12 general
admission, $10 for faculty and staff, free for
students, Robert E.
Johnson Theatre

• Nov.4
Scheduling
Advanced scheduling
for
spring
2006
begins.
Play
7 p.m., The Secret
Garden, $12 general
admission, $10 for faculty and staff, free for
students, Robert E.
Johnson Theatre

Halloween starts early with the frl'th
Annual Sigma Chi Haunted House
and "Sweeney Todd: The Demon
Barber of Fleet Street" put on
by Playhouse in the Park.
"Sweeney Todd" is a musi·
cal thriller by Stephen Sondheim
and Hugh Wheeler. The play follows an exiled barber who exacts
revenge on the judges who banished him.
Soon, his bloodthirst gets out of control,
and he starts killing his customers.
THE

Brummett, eldest sibling in a
family of five children, penned
his manuscript as an autobiographical account of strange
events in his childhood home in
Edwardsville, Ill
"What my family and I have
gone through in this house is not
the trite 'bump in the night' stuff
you watch on the Discovery
channel or hear over a campfire," Brummett wrote in the
introduction of his book. "You
don't often hear of a ghost
changing someone's life, but I
can assuredly say that the things
I encountered in my house have
forever changed me."
Apparitions, a message in a
mirror and many other strange
occurrences plagued the Brummett family. One instance Brummett recounted occurred when

His landlady joins in the massacre by
cooking the people and using them in her
meat pies. The play runs tonight through
Sunday at Playhouse in the Park.
The fifth Annual Sigma Chi
Haunted House is a benefit for che
John Huntsman Cancer Foundation. Students can be scared
out of their wits tonight and Saturday at the Sigma Chi house.
Tickets can be bought in advance in
front of the Curris Center today from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Advance tickets are $3 for
students, and general admission is $5.
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experienced.
"I would not trade my experi·
ences,'' Brummett said. "I
learned, regardless of interpretation, there is something that happens after you die. It was a priceless experience. as terrifying as
it was."
The actual book writing
process was much shorter than
the editing process. he said.
"Awakening of the Spirit" was
edited from 165 to 108 pages.
Brummett typed his book furiously for three weeks to put all
he could remember to print, not
for money or fame, but for his
family.
"Books are timeless and that
makes them valuable," Brummett said. "Whether you make
five copies or more, it is still
timeless."

QUAD SQUAD by Robert DUckett

Recycling drop-off
8 a.m., drop off recyclable
materials,
North Farm Recycling
Center, North 16th
Street

...

the family awoke in the middle
of the night to find a heavy iron
skillet on the opposite side of the
room from where it was usually
kept.
His mother and brother had
little contact with the paranormal, but be and the rest of his
family had many experiences
with the spirits in the house.
"If I could relive all the events
in the house from any family
member's perspective, I would
definitely choose to relive them
though the eyes and dreams of
my sister," Brummett wrote on
page eight of his book. "The
physical, as well as metaphysical, things that she experienced
are absolutely fascinating to
me."
Brummett maintains a positive
attitude despite what his family

------------------~
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los Muertos. They go to the village and make vigils at the grave
sites, he said.
"That's the way to celebrate
the day of the dead," Waag said.
"There are certain flowers and
food associated with Day of the
Dead, one of which is called pan

art by Phtllip Dishon/The News
de muertos (bread of the dead),
which is prepared and eaten on
that day."
The imagery of death is seen
everywhere, and unlike Americans and Europeans, Mexicans
seem to mock death, he said.
''At the same time, there is a
sort of reverence for the departed," Wagg said. ~n·s a day they
set aside to remember them."

Barbeque

1111d Fried Pies
North 12th Street, Murray
Located north of St. Leo Catholic Church

Menu
$2.25

sandwich, chips, drink $3.50
pulled pork by the pound $6.00
fountain sott drinks
$1 .00
inger Fruit Drink
$1.50

$1.50

10%

Discount

(or Murray State Students with student 1.0
.•
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Favorite Halloween films feature ghosts, ghouls, gore
Holiday incomplete
without scary flicks
Review
Staff Writer Phillip Dishon writes the
movie reviews.

Nothing is more exhilarating than
an extremely frightening movie scaring the lite out of you on Halloween
night. For some, :rnything from the
horror section of a local rental store
can accomplish this.
However. if you are like me, true
terror is hard to come by. Still, the following five fllms are guaranteed to
send chills down your spine and make
blood freeze in your veins.

"Night of the Living Dead"
Directed by George A. R.omero
Starring: Duane Jon es
and Judith O'Dea
Romero's original1968 horror masterpiece began the modern cannibalistic zombie genre and still stands as
the defmitive zombie classic. Barbara
(O'Dea). Ben (Jones) and a handful of
others take refuge in an old farmhouse from hordes of re-animating
corpses craving the flesh of the living.
Yet, as day turns to night, the characters discover the danger outside does
not compare to the evil of some of
their fellow survivors.
Easily standing the test of time,
"Night of the Living Dead" still dis-

turbs and horrifies with gruesome
imagery and a tragic storyline. The
film also serves as a commentary of
the society of the '60s, with themes of
sexism and racism permeating
throughout:. The film spawned three
phenomenal sequels: "Dawn of the
Dead.'' "Day of the Dead" and "Land
of the Dead."

"Fire in the Sky,
Directed by Robert IJeberman
Starring: D.B. Sweeney and
Robert Patrick
On a routine logging job in Arizona,
Travis Walton {Sweeney) and his
companions see a strange light in the
sky. Walton disappears with the
object, leaving his five-man logging
crew seeking support for their outlandish story. Five days later, Walton
returns, and the mystery becomes
more and more unbelievable.
This film, based on the true story
of Travis Walton's alien abduction,
is chilling b~cause of the convincing performances of each member of
the cast. Still, the true fright of"Fire in
the Sky" comes in the form of Walton's flashbacks of his missing time.
The images of the alien experimentation are brutal, abusive and dehumanizing. This filin is enough to make you
fear the possibility of visitors from
the stars.

one place the parents couldn't protect
them - their dreams.
Craven wrote and directed this
film, which began a fruitful and longThe residents of Elm Street have lasting franchise. Yet, this first film
hidden a secret from their children isn't about how creatively a character
that has come back for
can be massacred, or how witty
Krueger's dialogue can be. With
revenge. Murderer ·
more of a solid focus on horror
and pedophile
and (for the time period) realFreddy
istically disgusting gore
Krueger
(Englund)
~......J~~ effects. the original "Nightpaid for his
§~~~~~~~
mare" is bound to still scare
the hell out of viewers ignocrimes
·--~·.-:111
with his life
~iii~~~i:l~' rant to the countless sequels.
at the hands
of the Elm
"Tetsuo: T he Iron Man"
Street
mob.
Directed by Shinya
With his last
Tsukamoto
Starring: Tomorowo
breath, Krueger
Taguchi and Shinya
s w o r e
vengeance on
Ts ukamoto
his murderers.
After a hit-and-run acciseeking out the
Lives of their
dent, a young Japanese man
(Taguchi) suffers from
children in
mortifying nightmares of
the
being transformed into
a metal-and-flesh
human hybrid. It
is only when
he wakes up,
he dlscovers
worst
his
nightmares
have become
an even more
terrible reality.
Is this change
caused by guilt
for the accident,
or is the victim
(Tsukamoto) seeking
art by Phillip Dishon/The News r::....
V\..
retribution
from

beyond the grave?
"Tctsuo" is as creepy and twisted as
possible. but director Tsukamoto presents it with such creativity and force
than even during its most intense and
morbid scenes of physical mutation
the audience is compelled to watch
the disturbing images. Tsukamoto utilizes stop-motion animation and gutwrenching special effects make-up to
meld human tissue with wires, razors
and countless other objects with horrid realism. This 1988 black-and-white
Japanese ftlm produced one sequel
titled "Tetsuo II; Body Hammer."

"A Nightmare o n Elm Street"
Directed by W es Craven
Starring: Robert Englund

" Dead Alive,. aka "Braindead"
Directed by Peter Jackson
Starring: T imothy Babne, Diana
Penalver and Elizabeth Moody
Lionel Cosgrove's (Balme) homestead in New Zealand becomes overrun with the un-dead after his Mum
(Moody) gets bitten by a diseased ratmonkey, dies and comes back to life
to victimize the locals, turning them
into zombies. To conceal his predicament, lionel disposes of the living
corpses. However, "some things won't
stay down, even after they die."
Nearly 10 years before Jackson was
winning Oscars for "The Lord of t he
Rings Trilogy,'' he was making one of
the funniest and most disgustingly
gory stories ever to be transferred to
celluloid. The blood and guts in this
ftlm are relentless and thick in consistency, while the jokes never seem to
stop. This is the only horror ftlm l
have ever been forced to turn off
because T found it too disturbing. For
anyone with a weak stomach, avoid
this ftlm like the plague.

RIP

J

-----IIIIEU This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

L Unplugged

1. Dreamer

L Gold Digger
Kanye West featuring Jamie
Foxx
2. Runlt!
Chris Brown
3. Photograph
Nickel back

1. Batman Begins
(Widescreen)

4.MyHumps
The Black Eyed Peas
S. Shake it Off
Mariah Carey

4. Family Guy Presents
Stewie Griffin: The Untold
Story

1. Knife of Dreams
Robert Jordan
2. Tbe Lincoln Lawyer
Michael Connelly
3. Blue Smoke
Nora Roberts
4 . Consent to Kill
Vince Flynn
S. A Wedding in December
Anita Shreve

Alicia Keys
2. All the Right Reasons
Nickelback
3. Tough All Over
Gary Allan
4. Monkey Business
The Black Eyed Peas
5. Late Registration
Kanye West

2.Doom
3. Elizabethtown
4. The Fog
S. Nortb Country

2. Batman Begins
3. Cinderella Special Edition

..,. ~ 5. I,.and of the Dead
Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

Source: Bestbuy.com

• Web site

Halloween.com
Halloween.com features all
sorts of holiday resources,
including information about
the history of Halloween, tips
about safe trick-or-treating
and celebrating and helping
find haunted houses in your
area. The Web site also has
Halloween news, forums to
share ideas and stories and
"c:ot,;c l!.n!<:~to other Halloween Web
sites for the thoroughly
Source: nyrimes.com obsessed.

I

Kappa Alpha Order

Look for our

Issac Allbritten
Bran don Benge
Derrick Dalton
Jon Davis
Jordan Guinane
Dale Hopson
Matt Jackson
Jerry Jones
Cody Langensteil;\.
Josh Lanier :- ,
Matt Lanier
Jonathon Liles
Lance Loftus

Fall 2()()5
Basketball Pre\'if!W
•

rn

Michael Lukens
Kory McKibben
Bryce Pop e
Michael Ramsey
Greg Scott
Matt Stanford
~......
Rob S terrie
\,~~Matt Teegarden
i.;., Wes Turner
A.J. Wendell
Eric Wenzel

Cc)ngratulatic)Ils
to tl1e Kappa Alpha Order for
receiving its charter!
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2 oz. gin
1 oz. madeira
1 · oz. cherry
brandy
1 tsp. orange juice

Combine ingredients with cracked
ice in a cocktail
shaker.
Shake
well and strain
into chilled glass.

IS
Feeling a little old for Halloween candy this
year? Instead of trick-or-treating,
try these Halloween-themed cocktails
to add some spice to your celebration.

Black cat
1 1/4 oz. black-cherry

.

liqueur
3 oz. cranberry juice
3 oz. cola

BloodBath
Pumpldn ple
2 parts Kahlua
1 part Bailey's Irish Cream
1 part Goldschlager

Cinnamon
Aftej. adding the Goldscblager, set on frre. Sprinkle cinnamon on the flame
to "cook" and for dram,atic
effect. Blow out and serve.

4 oz. blood orange juice
2 oz. rum
1/4 oz. dark rum
1/4 oz. grenadine

Strain uito martini glass.
Garnish with blood
orange
segment
or
maraschino cherry.

Combine ingredients
in an ice cube-filled
goblet. Garnish with
orange quarter and
maraschino cherry.

--~ ~
~~
~atiOn and design
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by Elizabeth c:awetnm.e News

Murray State University ,

Student Government Association
2002 University Station
Munay. KY 42071
(270) 762-6951
FAX (270) 762-6952

.Dear Legislature,
My name is
and I am a student at
Murray State and a product of the Kentucky public school system. I am
deeply concerned and sorely troubled by the proposed educational budget
cut. It is my belief that few places in the country offer better education and
learning environment than does Murray State. Thus far, I have been very
satisfied 'with my college experience. However, if this state provides less
funding than already exists, this will translate into an increase in classroom
sizes, fewer full time professors, and an overall decline in the
quality education provided.
Education is not only an investment in each student's furore, but also in the
future of Kentucky. Hopefully, you, along with other colleagues, will
respond in a positive manner and take every step to insure that higher education stays on top of your priorities. With this we can stand on the common ground that the young people · of this country are not only onethird of o ur population, but one-hundred percent of our furore.
Thailk you for your time and consideration,

Murray State Student

BE HEARDI Sign this letter and place in drop box
outside University Bookstore, Curris Center second
floor or Student Government Association office, Curris Center first floor.
Equal education and employment opportunities MIF/0, AA employer

~ - J

udicial
board
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Miss Black and Gold will work to unite women on campus
Elizabeth Caweln
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

There was little doubt in
Cierra Pickens' mind Friday
night that she would walk
away from the Miss Black and
Gold pageant empty-handed.
After listening to mher contestants' names announced for
a slew of preliminary awards,
she felt certain she knew who
the winner would be.
"They announced second
runner-up and I thought OK.
it's between me and Jennifer
(Pryor),'' said Pickens, junior
from Versailles. "So we got
closer to each other and held
hands, and I looked at her and
said, 'You know you just won.'
And Jennifer said, 'Don't you
say that,"' Pickens said. "When
they called out her name and I
realized it wasn't me, I was just
really in shock.
"My eyes got so big, and they
said I did the Miss America
shake. I was expecting to go
away empty-handed, and I left
with the crown."
Pickens' crowning as Miss
Black and Gold was the culmination of a month of late-night
rehearsals and the beginning of
her role as chapter sweetheart
and representative for Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity.
Miss Black and Gold also
represents Murray State and
the Zeta Omicron chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha at the state
competition at Kentucky State
University in February. She
also must plan and present two
campus programs during her
reign.
Pickens said her goal is to
promote unity among women
on campus.
"Women in general. I think,
are just catty, and we make
assumptions about each other
without going to each other
and trying to work those things
out,'' Pickens said. "I'm not

sure exactly what my programs will be right now. but
they will have something to do
with my platform."
MarTezc Hammonds, Zeta
Omicron chapter adviser, said
beyond her duties, Miss Black
and Gold should exemplify the
characteristics of a strong
woman.
"In everything she docs, she
will represent the brothcr!i of
Zeta Omicron, not just on our
campus but off our campus as
well," Hammonds said. "She
should have all the best' qualities of a woman."
The three contestants vying
for the title - Jennifer Pryor,
sophomore from Louisville,
Tc'Anna Williams, freshman
from Louisville, and Pickens had the chance to display these
traits through three rounds of
competition: achievement and
projection; creative and performing arts and poise: and
appearance, evening gown and
oral expression.
Between the rounds, broth·
ers of Alpha Phi Alpha and
members of the campus community provided entertain·
ment through dance, 'singing
and recitations. Rufus Harris
Jr., Alpha Phi Alpha brother
and alumnus, emceed the show
with the help of Faye Mack,
Alpha Kappa Alpha sister and
alumna.
The highlight of the show for
the brothers, however. came at
the close of the evening just
before the award announcements when Alpha Phi Alpha
alumni crowded the Lovett
stage. Miss Black and Gold codirector Vernard Dicker Jr.,
junior from Whitesville, said
more alumni brothers returned
to campus this year than ever
before in celebration of the
50th anniversary of the first
black student at Murray State.
"It was kind of a special
thing for us, and we even had
five of our charter brothers

Pickens gives her philosophy of life and recites a
poem about her sorority,
Alpha Kappa Alpha, during the achievement and
projection part of the
pageant.
here who actually started our
chapter here at Murray State,"
Dicker said. "It turned out real·
ly well."
Dicker began work on Miss
Black and Gold about two
months ago with co-director
Joseph Blue, senior from
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Cicrra Pickens now begins
her preparation for the state
Miss Black and Gold pageant.
She said though it will be more
involved, she will have a large
network of encouragement.
"I have so much support
now from everyone," Pickens
said. "The Alphas were my fra·
ternity brothers before, and

photos by Er111 Cummins// he News

Clerra Pickens, junior from Versailles, wipes away tears after being crowned Miss
Black and Gold 200S Friday. Pickens will now compete in the state competition.
now that 1. have the title, they
are all behind me.
"People are reaching out to
help left and right. saying, 'I
want to help you with your talent,' 'Let's work on your walk,'
'I know where you can find a

guwn.' People arc helping in
every way possible."
Though the state contest is
an exciting prospect for Pick·
ens, there is one aspect of the
pageant about which she isn't
exactly thrilled.

"My mnm said now, Cierra,
did you realize there's going to
be a swimsuit competition?
And 1 said 'No, I had forgotten
all about it,'" she said. "So I'm
going to have to get ready fur
that.''

2 10 Main Street
759-0420
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currARS

AMPS- KEYBOARDS & MORE
mainstreetguitars.com
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Sarurday 12 p.m. -4 p.m.
have you an answer in about an hour.
We also offer income tax preparation.
We can beat anyone's prk-e and can have you in and out in
20 minutes! No appointments necessary!
Call or come by.

come to an Info meeting:

ruES., NOV. 8, 6:30 PM
MASON HALL, ROOM 214

Q

753-0735

r

.-1 First Step Learning Center L,
7S3·396t • 814 Coldwater Rold • Murray
Now ecceptlng enrollment • egn 6 weeki to 9 yeen.old
Monda~·Frlday 6-9 p.m.

Bring in last years and let's compare!

~

&
'orld Finance Curporatiun
~
942 South llth Slreet
Murr.ty, KY. 42071 • (270) 7;'iJ-0735

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Wolff Tanning Beds. Buy Dtrect and
Save! Full bodY units from $22 a month!
Free Color uidlog. call Today! 1-800842·130~~·n~~1n.com

FREE TREES AVAILABLE! America's
Largest Online Nur)t•ry! Over 800
items! W\'1/W.AutumnRidgcNur~ry.com
OR free catalog., .Autumn Ridge, Caller
Box 75~1<./vlcMrnnvillc, TN 37110 Or
1-931-474·3386
BUilding Sale! 'La$1 Chancel" 20x26
Now S3995. 25x30 $';700. 30x40

$1!300. 40x60 S12,900. M.my oth~.
Meet:; high snow and wind. One end
included. Pioneer 1-800-&68·5422.

SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,795! Convc:-rt your LOGS TO VALUABLE LUMBER with your NOM·ood \Kll1ab1e band
sawmill. Log Sklddcfs a so available.
wv.w.norwoodindustries.com
Free
mioriTldtion: 1-8()()..578-1 J63 exU00:-1
lake Cumberland, Kentudy Twin
Creeks Estates olfl'rs l .1kc lob starting at
$9,900. Perfa; loc.:~tlon- SC(' the l>e.t
before you buy! Call ownt•rs 1-2707J4-605) www.twin< rt>t•ksestatcs.com
l.akefront Log Home: $99,900. Lake
Cumberland, KY. l"ew, Authentic 2400
square foot· Av;ulable 1M9!05
Jamestown Area. 800-77~9311 , ht
820

HELP WANTED
~FOREMEN

to lead utility field crt'\vs.
Outdoor physical work, l'ntry-level,
many positions, paid trainmg, $14/hr.
plus bonuses after promotion, aJCnpany
truck and benefits. Must have good dnving record, strong leadership skills and
be able to travel in Kentudy and nearby ~tates. for information and an applic.llion
call
1· 877· 676·61'31.
W\'IIW.osmose.com FOr MlfDN

HtMih ln~urant'e ilgenb Wunted .
Medicatl•P.trtD Enrollers and RE>glon,11
Din.'l tors to ~taff local Pham1.1des in
your town. Potential S1000 plus p.1id
w£-ckly. Develop client bas&. 1·800349-1f\29

Sales/ Estate Planning! We provide qual·
iftetl lc.ldS, complete produ<.t trc11nlng
and ~lie'S support, $1,000-$2,700 Wt'l~k
ly inrome potentlal. Prior sah'S expt•dence .1 must. www.growwilhulsc com
800-)67·7795 x420
Telemarkctcrs: Kentucky Youth Sports
Magar.tnc, now hiring .ttl level~. Start
Immediately. Great weekly pay. Won·
derful FTIPT lob for lnd,.·tduals under·
standmg youth sports. 1-502-2CJS-6206
www.youthsportscene.com
Airlim! Mt'!.:hanic· Rapid training for
high p..tylng Gtre<>r. FAA prt,dicl~ MNPre

per Wt'<'k .uul hotne W<'E'kends. f',1id
fuel tax. p;tid tolls, p.Jid ~ralcs, b.J,e
plate iurnisht,d. li you .1lready have Cll1l',
we will rctmb1.11se you. Home \\l'Ck·
ends $25 per stop and detention.
Choice dispatch Must ha~!' 1 year
rect.'111 OTR exp. and a dean driving
raord. Call 860.543-1235 and press t;
for Angie or Cinrl1 or i!pply online
www.onlin(•transport.com
Delivmng on our promises. Class·A
CDL Drive~ nc<!drol Region.11 lanes,
quality hom<1imc. Top Payt Call Sun.
d.Jy or anytill'K.•, Pri<ll'ity TransportatiOn.
8(,6.882.{)768 EOE
Dri: O.vncr Operators- Flatbed dcdlc.11cd! Pull our trailers! I Immediate open·
ing;;! GrP.l! /Myl Smdll neets wekome!
Company c nver positions also ov.1il·
able! 800-bll·17b1

..
Driver· Cown.mt Transport. Excclll'nt

short,lgt~ I'AA approved. Job pl.tccnwm
Pay & Benefits for experienced drivers,
$1 .10-$1 .14+ cl\'erage per mile! Horne • 010. Solos, Teams & Graduate stu·
wcckt..>nds! No foreco dl5patch! QwO(.>r dents. Bonu5('5 available. Reirigeratcd
opcratvrs needed! Call Max C T& T 1- now available. 888-MORl-PAY (888800-51 1·~008
,;:_::;.2:.__ _ _~~~
667· 3729!
A&B Drivers: Louisville, t<Y area. l.ocal
Driv('f>, Over the road, 35 state5 Flat
deltverit~. Shuttle run~, regional run~.
w/sidcs, late model ronvenllon .• ls. 3
yard jockey & teams. BIC B/S lnsur.tnw. years experit>nlC, $2,000 stgn·un
No fnrced dispatch 12 yr rr'(:c•nt P~p bonu.s. Start .34~·.1!1¢ mile+ beneltls.
required)
800·2 70-2&65 C1l( S(Xl-444-6648
www.ahdrlvers.com
Drivers- Scnn 0 fR drivers, arc you Just
Golf· Serious Bu~. X-PGA Tour players a numbt.'f? (001(' work (or the BUSKE\
.seck deale!). Yr round bus, Dealers Family, Good equip, pa). benefits...
mak<! up to S300K yr. Est Co. wl success
More, A~k our dnvt'fS. 800-879-2486
stories. 56<iK lnve!.t. req'd. 000-805· x286
4583
Driver-;- S••mi Owner Operi!tors! r.trn
Altt•ntion l lomeowners: Ot$play horm•s
up to $ I..11 p(•r mile. Free hasl' Jll..ttL..,,
wanted for vinyl siding.. windows, roofs. permit<., Qual·Com. No tnuc:h trqi~htl
rasy CII'Ciit l('rms. No paym<'l1tS until Driver~. Clwck us outl 1·877-613 ·618';
2006. Starting at S99 month, C.1ll 1- x2R6

8()()..251-0843

Look! look! Look! Truck Driver trainees
wantedl No money upfront. Hirins tn

Accepting TrauJeeS for Werner, Swift.
CR E'ngland, ~! 16 d<~y CDLI No
monc>y down, $tudent finant.tng! Tuition
reimhurs<•nwnt avail. )ob pTaccment
.mt. Mun·Sunl..S00-803-0171 x6

your area. Tran~portation, food lod;1tng.
You IThlY qualtfy fnr st~te paid training

Attention Owner Operators, now htring

area. Company ~IXlnsored 16 day tr.Jin·

Owner Operators. Make $2500·$3000

1-877-5~4·3801!

Need ollob? Cl{ CngiJnd i~ hiring ill your

ing .wailahle. No cxpNien<.e nt'E'dt>d.
CCI II toci.1Y 1-ll00-1'J8-'.l\tt)8
Plent)' of mtles .. , 1 op stjntng pay...
Hometime you can count on... Complele benefits. These aren't extrasThey're the basio when you run wtth
us. E.lm up 10 45 cpm and average S'iOk
per )'l'.U, with uur freight baS(', you'll get
the miles. Most drivers even t.Jkc their
trur.ks home inr time oft Plus our benefib p.Kkage indud<'S nwdtml, denlcJI,
v1~ion, ltfe, 401 k rPttremt:nl, calling
card, discounts on lle\1:-<'otr purrhases &
marc. We have OTR, Rt'Sional & Dedi·
cated openings far drivL'fS and owner·
operators. Or if you'm ready to own a
truck, get started ~ith SJOO down. We
guarantee approval wtth an afford.lble
monthly note on a latl.'-model Freight·
linPr. C.Jil JB Hunt today £0E. SuhJ In
d~• .l mos CUI t•xp MI. C.tll us 7 dJy$ ~
wt'ek: 1·800-2.'i2·4068.

Ryder- G('Orgcrnwn, KY. Ryder the
Rood to your Future' Call now to check
our new tflQ'eased 010 p.1y pac.kages.
Call now to check out our new lnsur·
ance program. If you are a team or sin·
gle owner operator arid are looking for a
!ICCurc> tQmpany that is growing. call
today! Ryder offt>rs ~ign on bonus for
tP.tm and ~infliC' nwnt•r flpt•r ollur~.
•weekly pa~· settlenll'nts and weekly
fuel surdwge. *All dt~ miles
paid. •All routs dispatched out of
Georgetown, KY and rt'lurn 10 Georgetown, KY daily/ nightly. •Dedicated
Routes. Dedicated customer of 15 year~
•No East c.."t:l.lSI frt'tght. •ttomc we<:kr.ods .1nd Holidays. •J·uel tal(, p('rmits,
~...ug<> .md tr,lil\·r ln,ur,1nc_e supplted.
•1 ucl pun:ha~l! program. •cnl Class-A
Wtth HAZMAT with two ye.Jrs f:'Xp<•ricnce, clean MVR ,mel background.
•Also hiring company driver~. Ryder
Integrated Logtstics. Inc 240 W Yuscn
Rd. Georgetown, KY 800-9.l5-4268
option fi. EOEI Drug Tl>Sting tS a condi·
tion uf c;o~traurne with RYDE.R.
We

hiM~ drivt-r~

projeclt'<l Jo earn

$8),000 thi~ ye.u! I low mur:h will YOU
e~rn? Excell en I I iornetimc! We simplr

ufi!'r

•1

F.xpiYo;,~

whole lot morel l·hwtlanc.l
www.heartland••xprl·~~.c.:om I·

Fino1ndal Jid 1f qu,llity. \'IIWw.onlitw·
tidl·wo~t!'rtech.mm ll6h·858·2121

fi!Xl-441-4953

MISC.

TRAVEL
# I * inc Break Website! l ow prices
J!u.uanleed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
~primdlreakpjscou nts~ or
www.LtisureToun.com or 800-818·
820 2.

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK aLEBRITY
CRUISE! 5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, Ta•es, Entry To Exci!Kive MTVu
Event~, Beach Partie With Celebritie
As ~n On Real World, Road Rulft!
On Campus
Rep'
Needed!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800678-6386

pring B~ak 2006 with Student Travel
rvices lo Jamaica, Mexico, BaNmas
nd Florida. A~ you coonectecU Sell
rips, Earn Cash & Tr.avt<l FrH! Call for
roup diKounts. Info/Reservations
CANCUN,

ACAPULCO,

JAM A ICA

From $4991 Travel With Amt rica's
Largest &Ethics Award Winning Spring
Break Company! Fly Scht.-dulro Air·
lines, Free meals, Drinks, Biggest
Celebrity Parties!
MMI.r l·
ing Reps Needed! www. 'ngBre.1k·

On-Camfi

Tra~el.com 1-800-678-6..18

South Florida livmg: Watch Florida sunrio;,1S ,111d SUrl!>elS frorrt YIJUT h.li<,;Oily in
Venice. All ·ntw (urnt~hing.' in 1,400
squart•· f1 lOt 2 bedroom, 2 bo11h OC eiln·
iront condo on the Gufi. llt'..lted JXIOI. 2
TV~. (uily fumished, flliV,III' p.ukitlg.
Smoke fTL>e. St!Curtty S)~('ffi, t\v:HiabiP.
l)(oc, 1. Call 800-443-8555. Mcntlon
thi~ ad ior special pricing.

An affordable .md bcautiiul wedding
chapel in the> Smokey mountams. Chris·
!ian ceremony, pictures, \'ideo, flowers,
mu~i<: SI (,S, rnrm.11 ~ear rental ulso
avat1.1bl!.'.
call
l-800-C}2l·l052
\'1/WW.Wl'(lutngl)(:llsinthesmokles.mnt
Om• ordc•r, Otw check. Orw sn1.1rt
move! S..me ti~ and 0'10111!}' hy mak·
ing one call lo place a 25-word class•·
fled In 70 KcntuCkv newspapers (01' only
S225. For more information, contact the
dassifiro dcpart~nl of thts new$pJpcr
or call KPS 1·'i02·22l-8A21
t\mer11·a's Hott<:><.1 Opportuntty• Own
your own Dollar Stores ln<>ws.tkJII,u·
~tor£'.5('rvices.nm11 "Discount l'.mv
Stores twww.dp..,.tc•rt>S.wml '$1.<t<J Je't\:.
elry Boutique (W\\ow.199jl'welrr,.com)
"Mailbox Stores (www.thematlboxstorCS.t;oml From $4';,900 1-800-8292915or 1-8()().518·.3064.

'
!!!FIX A BATHTUB!!' We rt.'Pair filx•r·
gl.t5S .md '" rylic halhtubs, showers •'whirlpllol~ . Pr<'rni<'re Fiberglass. C.tll
"Tht! Tuh Dnclm" Hugh & Sandy Akin
Phlla~ 270·6C>o·2928; Cell l70·51l5·
1016.

SSCASHSS Immediate cash for struc.annuities, law suit,
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A crowd gathers at the rock climbing wall to watch people as they
climb. The ROTC provided the
wall at Tent City.
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(Left) Alpha Gamma Delta alumnae Jamye Gordon and Ellen Omdorffhug each other at Tent City held during Homecoming.
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Campus celebrates
50 years
of black students
at Murray State.
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Newly crowed Homecoming Q.ueen Em.Uy Just, senior from LoulsviUe,
and Homecoming King John Spinner, senior from Decatur, Ill., pose in
front of the Racerband before the football game.
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Madison Alexander sits atop her
father's, University President F.
King Alexander, shoulders during
the Homecoming parade Saturday.
The parade included floats from
various campus organizations and
local schools.

Local Murray school students and parents mirror
each other on their float. Each mirror reads 'tradl·
tion,' 'pride' and 'excellence.' ·
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2004 Homecoming King Scott Ellison, senior from St.
Charles, Mo., and 2004 Homecoming Q.ueen Jessica
Crockett, Murray State alumna, lead the 200S Homeco..... court onto the football field.
Spike the Hedgehog of Hester College greets Nicara Allen at the Hester tent during Tent City. Various
campus organizations had tents
set up to meet and greet alumni,
students and visitors to Murray
State before the Homecoming
football game.
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Members of the Criminal Jasdce Fl'llternlty, Lambda Alpha EpsUon,
walk around Tent City sbadded toaether untU they receive donations.

(Right) Wlnfteld Rose, professor of government, law and international
affairs, drives a 1947 OldsmobDe durlng the parade. Be said his father
bought the car new, and he has owned it for S8 years.
I
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